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?he study of toil micro-organisms has been hindered 
by the lack of adequate techniques* However, the technique* 
developed In recent years end reviewed by Wareup (I960) for 
fungi and Oostettbrink (I960) for nematodes, have opened up 
a number of approaches and i t i s now possible to collect 
quantitative data of any type of population* One unfortunate 
aspect of the study of sell biology has been th© study of one 
sort of organism -with virtual exclusion of the other* In 
nature specially in soil, however, there i s not only special 
inter-relationship between soil biota but in many eases the 
interdependence i s of chemical nature ranging from attraction 
to repulsion and even to toxicity and parasitism* Therefore, 
studies a*© needed which may throw light on different kinds of 
associations which exist between ©oil biota of which fungi aa4 
nematodes are a part* At best interactions between pathogenic 
fungi and nematodes; pathogenic bacteria and nematodes} and 
soil borne viruses and nematodes have so far been studied* 
(Powell, 1963? Pitcher, 1963$ Raski and Hewitt, 1963| and 
Pitcher, 190*?). 
Powell (1968), in a recent paper presented at the 
First International Congress of Plant Pathology held at london, 
demonstrated that root system becomes predisposed to Invasion 
even by root-decay fungi in the presence of nematodes* This 
o 
has further strengthened the view that the studies should 
be to directed as to have a coaplete picture of the biota 
which abound! in the rhigosphere* Present studies have 
been sade with the above objectives in view and l i terature 
pertaining to some of the aspects of soil aycoflora and 
nematodes associated with different crops i s being reviewed* 
Since Waksaan (1917) introduced the postulate of 
a cosmopolitan fungal flora of soil , an intensified interest 
developed in the study of fungal ecology of soil* The 
influences of soil type, soil borlson, soil moisture and 
pH on the population ot aiorofungi Including soil borne 
plant pathogens have been studied by Dixon (1930), Jensen 
(1931, 1934)f Ohatak and Boy (1939-40)f Waksman (1944), 
Wareup (1961, 1987), Hamtakrishnan (1063), Stanton (1983), 
Ghosh and Dutta (I960), Venkatesan (1964) and Prakash (1967)* 
The surface vegetation has a considerable influence 
on the soil myooflora and population* the growing of 
cultivated crops favours the build-up of some soil borne 
pathogens which are either pathogenic on the specific crop 
or aggressive secondary invaders and colonizers of the crop 
residue (Hash and Snyder, 1965)* fyner (1948) observed that 
wheat seedlings were more severely attacked when grown In 
the soil infested with root rotting pathogens, Htlnflnthfll-
nQHm MM&Xsm Pamael j& Al*t QpfriQtolttn JUCtllotl (Saec.) 
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Sacc. and Fuseriuia, sp, than oat, barley and beans* Sadaeivan 
and his associates (1950, 1951, 1064) hav© worked extensively 
on tropical cultivated soil in relation to soil be mo Fusaria. 
Tresner j& jal*(19S4) found a parallel between higher plant 
eonaBunitice and associated microflora of soils, 
Warcup (1967) shewed that cultivation and incorpo-
ration of plant residua into the soil were major factors in 
the growth and population of fungi in the wheat field soil* 
Henon and v&lliams (1057) obtained difference in the myoo*» 
floras of soil after successive cropping of alfalfa, corn, 
oats or wheat. The population of yuaarfuni sp. was hi ghost 
in alfalfa soil and lowest in corn soil* Das (19G3), while 
studying the ecology of fungi in rice fields* observed a 
decrease in the number of species after harvest* 
Hash and Snyder (1965) noticed quantitative increase 
in the population of ^sajfcfn jaJISffl kink in fields cultivated 
to cereals and to radish and other oruelfers* In the fields 
where beans were grow, Fnserfora jgoJU&l f. phaseoll (Burk.) 
Snyd* & Hans* predominated* Glynne (1966) emphasised the 
role of crop sequences in relation to soil-boms plant 
pathogens and claimed that £*, ftra^nM caused severe damage 
vben wheat followed wheat or barley* Substantial control 
was achieved by keeping the fields fellow* Prakash (1967) 
a 
eoneluded that freoueney and population of fungi was higher 
in sttrgareane plots than in uncultivated plots* 
rhough the physical properties of the soil within 
brood limits determine the spades of nematodes that ean 
live and reproduce in i t , nevertheless, the preceding crop 
has -dso a profound effeet* A study on seasonal fluctuation 
and host specificity of foot«&not nematode population in 
two year tobaooo rotation plots made hy Sasser and Huahaum 
(1055) shoved a idee fluctuation in the population* Jones 
(1066), In islcroplot testa found that when the in i t i a l popu* 
latlon was low, plants belonging to the Crueiferae eaused 
greater increase in beet eelwow population than the members 
of Chenopodlaceae* However^  when the in i t i a l population 
was high, the cruciferous plants caused greater decrease in 
population than the plants of Chenopodlaeeae* Non-hosts or 
inefficient hosts or fallow also caused reduction in popu-
lation. Reeling (19©) observed that population of Batyod^fa, 
12«naft Vollcnveber, 1924 in outuran sown wheat» barley and 
rye was lower than crops sown in spring* However, autumn 
sou* oats proved to be more efficient host than wheat of 
barley or rye* 
Oostenbrink (1961) in crop rotation t r i a l s found 
that there was no build-up of HfttyftfltSl IttfltttlMlttSU 
Wollenweber, 19S3 when potato was grovn every third year* 
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Ho also observed thmt cultivation of potato» rye, oats and 
red clover Increased the population of fxaAylgntilUa TifflMtrana 
(Cobb, 191?) Chitwood and Otelfa 1902. Prasad (1968) 
reported that population of plant parasitic nematodes was 
principally governed by the host plants* ^ftenaherliynchua sp, 
multiplied efficiently on wheat, maize and sugarcane| £xa£3£-
O^ OShM ep* on maize? ffoplQlalnNfl sp. on cottont and J|aH~ 
mfcflflBitfaMl m» on wheat, raaise, cotton and sugarcane* Culti* 
vatlon of the same crop continuously caused greater loss 
In yield than when crops were rotated* Mukfcopadhyaya and 
Prasad (1968) found that populations of IfllfflcliortoMftffla sp* 
was poor in fields with a crop rotation programme than the 
field in •which the same crop was grown continuously. Sharp 
decline in population vas noticed after the crops were 
harvested and the fields were left fallow. 
Since the discovery of 'rhisosphere*, the «one of 
Intensified Microbial activity by Hiltner (1904) and subse-
quent work by starfcey (1929, 1931), fche Quantitative and 
qualitative features of the rhiaoaphera haive been extensively 
studied* 
Agnlhothrudu (1953), Xahisawa ijj5.il. (1957), 
Mallsgewska and Mortau (1969)f Ivarson and ^tsnelson (1960), 
Bouatt g& aJL* (1960) Zagallo and Bollen (1962), Bangaswaml 
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and VasantharaSan (1962), Edward & ££«C1962) and Prakash 
(1967) studied th© microbial population In the rhiaosphere 
of different plants and concluded that population was more 
In the rhisospbere than non-rhizosphere and thus established 
a positive rhigosphere effect with most plant species* 
The primary factor contributing to the rhizosphere 
phenomenon Is the plant i tself and any condition that signifi-
cantly affects i t s growth and metabolism will also affect the 
rhlzosphere population Qualitatively and Quantitatively* Age, 
kind of the plant, aoslture content, temperature and treatment 
of the soil affect the rbi«osphere population to a varying 
degree* Bereaova (1941) concluded that microbial population 
varied qualitatively at different stages of the plant growth* 
Riviere (19S9) observed that rhiaosphere activity of wheat 
reached i t s peak at tillering stage and stimulation of fungi 
was greater than that of aetlnomyeetes and bacteria, Agnlhoth-
rudu (1953), on the other hand, found a decrease In fungal 
numbers In the rhlrosphere of franch beans, cluster beans, 
sesame and sunn-hemp upto the time of flowering, however, 
when plants started flowering there was an increase* Peterson 
(1958) found cualitatlve differences in the rhleosphere of 
barley, flax and wheat at different ages of the plants* Bouatt 
(1959) noted that bacterial BiS ratio doubled by the third day, 
however, fungal counts doubled by the seventh day after the 
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planting of wheat* Bahadur and Sinha (1965) shoved that 
fungal population increased vith the age of the cluster 
bean plants* Prafeash and Khan (1967) demonstrated highest 
increase In population after 070 days in the rhiso sphere of 
sugarcane, a perennial crop. 
Henderson and Katsnelson (1961) showed that 
rhlsosphere soil contains greater numbers of nematodes than 
root free soil* they recorded RiS ratios of 13*5f 27*Sf 
30.9, G0.1 and 70*3 for oata, barley, soybeans, wheat and 
peas respectively* 2hey further recorded higher nuobers 
of P-rftfctrleneltit. sp» in the rhiso sphere of cereals and that 
of PflrflfryleJlCftua ep# in legumes* The greatest total nuaber 
of neaatodee was found in the rhisosphere of peas and lowest 
total nuaber in the rhisosphere of oats* 
Deubert (1989) observed that £leja3a« fllrrafeSI 
Baetian, 1865 and Khabditj.f «p» vere predominant in the 
rhisoaphere of lucerene while ^ylenchm fUlftUfflltH Butsehli, 
1673, Mtnclwrhmghm dufciua <Butschiiy ISTS), niipjev, 
1936 and .targfrtlta fiUUtBl Unstow, 1877 in the rhiso sphere 
of barley* Houatt j& aJL.(1963) encountered no re of Halfteoty-. 
ImStolM sp* gQ t^Qflorm fcftYligttti Thome, 1941 and qanlytlobttt 
sp« in the rhitosphere of soybeans than wheat* The nuaber 
of soil nesatodes deereased in the rhito sphere of both plants 
with increased temperature, the effect being nore pronounced 
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with soybeans* 
Selective actions of resistant and susceptible 
varieties of plants on the rhlzosphere and rhlssoplane 
microflora and on the population of pathogenic fungi have 
been obtained, Reynolds (£931) reported that root extracts 
of flax plants resistant to wilt depressed the growth of 
BifisXim QXYSPorma f* l iUl (Bolley) snyd. & Hans. Similar 
results were found by Tlajonin (1941). liraonin (1940) obtained 
that the population of several pathogenic fungi including 
JEU. ftggporwa f* l ln l was depressed in the rhizosphere of 
the resistant variety of flax. Buxton (1957) obtained 
differential rhlzosphere effects of three cultivars of pea 
on physiological races of Fu, gall UK gsyspgrujn f. $XaL (Undf.) 
Snyd# & Hanst He further showed that root exudates from 
each of three cultivars differing in susceptibility, depressed 
the conidlal germination of that race of J^ oxvgporum f # nlal 
to which they happened to be resistant, likewise, the 
mycelial growth was inhibited by exudates from resistant 
plants and stimulated by those from susceptible* 
Subba»Rao and Bailey (1961) found higher numbers 
of fungi in the rhlzosphere of varieties of tomato suscep-
tible to YertlS1111UB sp* and a species of Fusqrlum dominated 
on the susceptible varieties and IrlchQflenaa TlXlflg Pers, ** 
Fr# on the resistant varieties. Recently Shrivastava and 
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Saksena (1968) mad© comparative study of rbiaospher© and 
rfclaoplan© mycoflora of potato varieties with special reference 
to black scurf and wilt 4180asea. the diseased plants had 
higher frecmeney of pathogenic fungit wbll© th© healthy plants 
had higher f reeuency of X* £HMfi and Aipergmua fflftfliflttJ 
Link* Similar results war© found by tflvarl and ffehrotra (1968) 
for th© varieties of Plp<ir. befcie L, 
When growing root begins to exert Its Influence on 
the microbial population of the soil» a multiplicity of 
associative and antagonistic interactions occur. One interest 
ting and significant aspect involves association of nematodes 
with certain fungi in which the nematodes become a part of 
an etiological complex* Various aspects Involved In the inter-
action of nematodes with other plant pathogens have been 
recently reviewed by PttQher (1965)* Atkinson (1892) was 
first to notice that root knot nematodes increased the 
severity of pusarlum wilt in cotton. Since then a number of 
reports showing synergetic effect of nematode - fungus 
complexes Involving different fungi and nematodes have 
been made* Newsom and Martin (1953), Martin & &*(l9S6)t 
Perry (1961) and Carber and Taxman (1963) found an increase 
in the inoidence of wilt of cottoni tbung (1939) in tomato | 
?homason j&il*(19S9) in eowpeaf Morgan (1987), and Porter 
and Powell (1967) in tobacco, in the presence of root*knot 
nematodes* 
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Benedict and Mountain (1956) Investigated a 
relationship in root rot disease of wheat which involved 
MgPgtpftifl flPlaal Kuhn and PratylgnflhUS mLOOiS Bh&r and 
Allen, 1953. An increase in the damping^off of cotton 
incited by £*. eolanft in presence of root knot nematode was 
reported by Reynolds and Hanson (1957). Similar association 
between U± flola^^. and root-knot nematode la the seedling 
disease of cotton was reported by White (196S) and Brodie 
(19S3)» Taylor and Wyllle (1959) found that the presence 
of MgAflltoftfflft ftCttattteft (1*ret*b» 18S5) Chitwood, 1949 and fU, 
fra^la Chitwood, 1949 greatly reduced the emergence of soy-
bean* when JU. sftjaaft was also present* 
Interactions of JU solan! with !£* hanla on alfalfa 
(Irvine, 1965)? 2k gnafeofthiflnala
 0n potato (Grainger and 
Clark 1965)f ^ rartoflhlanaif and fisjmaxa jaaafculsnji Oven and 
Wakef on potato (Dunn and Hughes, 1967) \ M*. roatofthlfinala 
and ^oUctPtrlchmi ifenmsttftatltttt (Berk* & Br.) Taub. on tomato 
(Dunn, 1968)| and M a x t o r ! fifihaohtll 8ohoidtf 1871 on sugar 
beet (Polychronopoulo* at ajU 1969) have also been reported* 
Besides these, associations of Phvtophthora naxasJL-
Uca var. BlgQtlnriilfi (Bredade Haan) Tucker and root knot 
noma tod a in black shank disease of tobacco (Sasser j& AI* 
1955) ? VerUcUima albo^atrim Beinke & Bert ho Id and £* 
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penetrans, in eggplant wilt (McKeen and Mountain, 1960) f and 
f.yftfttta ernnlnlcQla subraaw and ?1iXoldQgYnfl Incognita aarttifl 
Chitwood, 1949 in loot rot of sugarcane (Apt and Koike* 1962) 
have also been reported. 
Minton and Jackson (1907) observed tha invasion 
of peanut poda by \mrcglllm JOa&lA Unk and other fungi 
in presence of Mlifloflms flTftlffilla (Heal, 1889) Chitwood, 
1949. Powell (1968) demonstrated that root of tobacco 
infected teith Ifoloidogvne lnnQEnltft (Kbfoid and White, 1919) 
Chitwod, 1949 are predisposed to subsequent invasion by 
some root decaying fungi including Jk jsalani and pythiuq sp» 
Both adverse and favourable effects of manuring on 
the rhiisosphere population have been reported. Clark (1939) 
reported that rbiso sphere population responded favourably 
to manuring. Ho so lev £& al« (1989) recorded increased counts 
both in rhisosphere and non*rhieosphere vlth i>norganic 
fertilisers* Oadshleva (1969) claimed that organo-mineral 
treatment• increased the rhirosphere population of winter 
wheat. Davey and Fapavisas (195% 1960); Papavisas and Davey 
(1960) shoved that the addition of organic materials subs-
tantially increased tha total number of fungi and Streptomy* 
cetes in the rhleo sphere of beans and suppressed the 
Rh^ tiOfftoniq disease* Vankataaan (1968) shoved that addition 
of green leaf and farmyard manure to rice field adversely 
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affected the RtS ratio for first 45 days, subsequently, 
however, it levelled up* Papavlaas (1963) showed that 
incorporation of grounded mature straw enriched with 
ammonium nitrate increased the numbers of bean rhiBOsphere 
microorganisms antagonistic to g^ jalaai f# Phaggpli, &, 
j&laai» foltfwrtoBla ftmdLwlm ?*>v* «id I*. aXtanfctM,* 
Katsnelaon £& j&* (1948), VorosMlova (19S6) and 
toehhead (1959)f on the other hand, reported that rhizosphere 
population did not respond much to soil amendments* 
Organic amendments are also known to suppress the 
population of pathogenic fungi in soil* Mitchell && j&« 
(1941) found that selerotia of PhYmatatrlghWi wow stimulated 
to germinate by addition of organic materials and that 
destruction of the mycelium soon followed. Similar obser-
vations have been made for HglalntftgJPP.rto (Chlnn *& j&* 
1963? Chinn and ledinghaw, 1957)* StoaartBtt OKYJMgJfln f* 
aubanae (E.F. Sm.) Snyd. & Hans* (Sequeira, 1962)? and E*. 
JOllBl ** JtflififtOU* (toussoun jfc al*1963)* Singh and Pandey 
(196S) found that groundnut and castor cakes inhibited the 
population of pTtrtlwn aBhanlflirmttujn (Edson) Fitspatriok 
in soil* 
Adverse effect of organic amendment* on the 
population and infestation of plant parasitic nematodes 
has been obtained by several workers* Linford j& j&* (1938) 
found reduction in population of root-knot nematode by 
adding chopped pine-apple, canesugar and coarse grass to 
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to the toll , Oostenbrink (19sof 19S4), Reinmuth (19SS) 
and Duddlngton j& Al» (1956) observed suppression in repro-
duction and Infestation of ffetarodara by organic amendments. 
Similar results vera obtained for Erafevleqehttfl (Ooetenbrtnkf 
1966) | and &u rofitachifiOSla (van der Laan, 1966)» Similarly 
Mankau and Mlnteer (1968) shoved that castor pomaee completely 
eliminated the larvae of ftfltafitoilttl affalBflnstmg Cobb, 1913* 
Mankau (1963) shoved that organic amendmenta decreased the 
population of X*. qeffioenei|ra^^ and increased the population 
of taicrobivorous and fungivorous nematodes. 
Khan J& &2U (1966) reported inhibitory effect of 
certain oilcakes on the incidence of gall formation by i * 
Incognita* Singh and Sitaramaiah (1966, 196?) obtained 
adverse effect of oilcake amendments and decomposition of 
green leaves and sawdust on the root knot nematode infesting 
okra and tomato. Khan and Saxena (1968) found marked decrease 
in the incidence of root^knot on vegetables by application 
of eastorfneem9 mahua and groundnut cakes and their vater 
soluble fractions* Oilcakes and their vater soluble fractions 
also suopressed the population of Tyitnctorhvnchttfi teraanlfiie 
Slddlqi. 1961. Nimbidin and thionimone. alkaloids from neem 
(A*iMlfil)t vere reported to be highly toxic to Z*. brassicaet 
Pratylanohut coffeae (%m»ermannf 1898) Fillpjev and Stekhoven, 
19411 and larvae of £U, incognita* 
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Fros the foregoing, i t I s clear that no attempts hat 
been Bade to study together the population of fungi and naaa-
to das in tha rhiao sphere; changes in population of fungi and 
nematodes resulting frotn crop rotation and organic asendttents 
etc. Hence attempts have been aade to study tha above aspects 
in relation to vegetable crops vith the hope that the results 
so obtained migh help in evolving a sound method for the 
control of root diseases caused by fungi and nematodes or 
fungus~ne»atede complexl. fhereferef tha following aspects 
have Ibsen studied i** 
1* Freeuenoyf relative abundance and population of 
fungi and population of nematodes in vegetable 
f ields tdth different cropping pattens*? 
2* Rhizotphere mycoflora in relation to frequency, 
relative abundance, population and Bt3 ratio of 
fungi; and population of nematodes in the rhizos-
phere of eggplant (Solanua Bftlongana Linn.) end 
okra (^fllBQ^fihaa fiacaltatttlii O-imu) Hoench*) 
at different intervals! 
3* Bhi»osphere and rhlsoplane mycoflora in 
relation to freeueney and relative abundance? 
and population of neatatodes in the xtilao sphere 
of varieties of cauliflower <£xjLfc2lfift ftl«»*ft** 
•ar. hofcgvfcim Linn.) susceptible and resistant to 
Rhieaefcwnifr JDJJQI Kuhn at different intervals; 
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4 t Interaction between different inoculum levels 
of J3* jo j jo i end "YittictorhYnsftua fexaaslcae 
Slddlqi,1961 In respect of pre emergence damping 
off of cauliflower seedlings. 
B. Effect of ammonium gulphate and oilcake amendments 
on tne tre*faencyt relative abundance and popula-
tion of fungi t and population of nematodes in the 
rhlzo sphere of eggplant and okra at different 
intervals* 
6* Effeet of oilcake amendments on the frequency 
and population of fungi in soil in the absence 
of host? 
7. Effect of oilcake amendments on the population 
of Jk fol»m in soil devoid of host; and 
t 
8# Effect of different concentrations of water 
soluble fractions of oilcakes, ni«bldin and 
thionimone on the growth of certain fungi. 
* 
tovmw m mmvu 
Soil camples for isolation of fungi wore collected 
from th© fields by plunging a specimen tube horizontally 
into a prepared face of a snail profile near the plants at 
a depth of 3 inches, the soil was collected in polythene 
bags, Kt least 5 such cores were collected from each plot. 
Prior to isolation* the soil from each cor© was mixed to 
make a composite sample. For isolation of nematodes, the 
soil surrounding the plant roots was carefully collected 
without disturbing the roots system. Five such samples 
were collected from each field* 
Whenever soil was collected from the fields its 
moisture was determined by transferring the samples each 
weighing approximately 10 gram to crucibles having a constant 
weight, Fhey were then pl*c<*d In an oven running at 110-
120 C, for about £4 hours, 1?he soil samples were apaln 
velghed **nd soil moisture was calculated on percentage basis, 
*t th© time of sampling temperature was also recorded. 
Soil plate method (Warcup I960) was used for 
isolating the fungi from field soil. Small samples of soil 
were taken by means of a sterilised needle with.a flattened 
tip into 100 mm, petrl plates, ?he soil aggregates were 
dispersed In a drop of sterilised distilled water in the 
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centre of the pet r i plates with the help of needle* belted 
and cooled agar medium*(lfi-20 ml*) was then added and the 
par t ic les were distributed throughout the medium by gently 
shaking and rotating the plate* twenty pla tes were poured 
from each sample. The plates were then Incubated at 28°C, 
and the fungi which developed after 6-7 days were examined 
and identified, The freoueney of each fungus was calculated 
by the formula t-
Number of plates containing a part icular fungus
 T *rtrt 
• i i i i . H i in . i n . II» » ii . L i . ii i.i,., i I,, „ i i , * i i H urn. ,! . n a m » •• mt* A XUU* 
Total number of plates poured. 
For determining the relative abundance, the formula used 
by Mclean and Cook (19B7) was employed i-
Total number of colonies of a particular fungus 
' W i l l I ' l l '"' '• " • " ' I • Hi ••'"'lit . i m » H i i l l l l M » l l . II limn m I'll- J £ l O Q , 
Potal number of colonies of a l l the fungi 
Laser the average weight of the soil of each 
transfer was determined. Population was determined by 
counting the number of colonies developed in a l l the plates 
and then transforming t h i s figure to number of colonies to 
be developed in one gram of moisture free so i l . 
For the isolation of nematodes a sample of 230 ml, 
of soi l was thoroughly shaken in about 3-4 l i t r e s of water 
and af ter short Interval of RO sec* th© suspension was 
*m03 l g # ? MgSo4 1 g M KgRP04 1 g . , G l u e o t t 10 g*f 
Agar agar 20 g . . Hose bengal 1;30,000 and d i s t i l l ed 
water 1000 ml, ( Khan and Siddloi, 1962), 
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decanted in another container* I t was then poured through 
BO mesh sieve* The sane operation was repeated through 
100, 200 and 300 aesh* The final residual suspension was 
collected in a beaker* I t was f i l tered through Ho. 80 Green 
f i l t e r paper mounted on * sieve, placed in a t r ay containing 
water $ust touching the tease of the sieve* 4fter twenty 
four hoursf the suspension from the t ray was concentrated 
by decanting. Fron t h i s , the stylet-bearing and sapro«oic 
nematodes were counted by Hawksley counting s l ide , ( Goodey, 
1963)* 
For the study of rhizesphsre fungi and nematodes 
of eggplant ( Salajms fflftlCTfffllffi Unn. ) var Sutton's black 
round | and rbi«o sphere and rhlsoplane fungi and rhiaosphere 
nematodes of cauliflower (ffrfiflslfl* ai^caSM var* ftafrreUs 
Linn*) var* Snowball e l i t e , res is tant and var* Snowball suscep-
t i b l e to Bhliaflfoffllw ffOXinl Kahn, the seedlings were raised 
in autoclaved soil contained in trays* When the seedlings 
were 15 days old, they were transferred to IS inches clay 
pots containing natural ly Infested soi l obtained from f ie lds ; 
whereas, for the study of rhisospbere fungi and nematodes of 
ekra (Ah«T«o«chtt« ewmientae (Linn*) Moench*) var* Pusa sawni, 
the seeds were di rect ly sown* 
Isolation of rhisosphere fungi and nematodes of 
egpolant and okra were aade at fortnightly intervals for 
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three months; whereas the 1 eolation of rhieosphere 
and rhisoplane fungi and rhi so sphere nematodes of both 
varieties of cauliflower were made at monthly intervals 
for four months* 
Isolation of fungi and nematodes from root free 
sons served as control (non»rhi so sphere)* 
For eaoh sampling 6 plants were taken for the 
Isolation of rhi so sphere fungi* the block of the soil 
surrounding the root system of plants was carefully cut 
and gently crushed* The superfluous soil was removed 
by tapping the root-system gently* In relatively young 
plants the whole root system was used, while in fully 
grown plants only a portion of the root system* The tops 
of the plants in either case were removed* The roots 
were immersed into a flask containing 100 ml* of sterilised 
water* the flask containing the roots were vigorously 
shaken on mechanical shaker for 5 minutes* Boots were 
removed from the flask* From this rhisosphere sail 
suspension three dilutions (l*100f 1H000 and mo.OOo) 
were made by transferring 10 ml* of each lower dilution 
to 90 ml* of sterilised water* The population of fungi 
was estimated by pouring one ml* of U10,000 dilution into 
each petri-plate containing 15-20 ml* of agar medium (Khan 
and Siddioi, 1962). Twenty plates were poured for each 
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sample and plates were incubated at 28°C. 
The weight of the rhlsosphere soil was determined 
by draining of the contents of the flask completely into a 
previously weighed crucible* the water was evaporated and 
soil residue was dried at 120°C« the amount of the soil 
added to each plate was determined* The fungi developing 
in all the plates were Identified and their number counted. 
Population of fungi per gram of moisture free soil was 
calculated* 
the non«rhisesphere fungi were similarly Isolated 
from the soil obtained from root free «one and population 
was calculated on the basis of one gram moisture free soil* 
The R*S ratio (rhlsosphere soil t non-rhiso sphere 
soil ) was calculated on the basis of t 
number of fungal organisms per gram of rhiso sphere soil 
— — I il mil i i m w •• i MIIII mi I » I » » I I " I — — ii mi — — w S m , n Hull I II n <n u r n » am wm*2m~mlK\\\\m inn mn i null In m 
Number of fungal organisms per gram of non_rhi so sphere soil* 
The freouency and relative abundance of fungi 
from rhiso sphere and non*rhlsosphere soil were calculated 
as mentioned earlier* 
Serial washing technique was employed to isolate 
the rhisoplane fungi (Harley and Waldf 19*55), Plants were 
removed from the pots and tops were cut a centimeter above 
the soil level* Boot systems were transferred to a sterilised 
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dish containing distilled water and gently freed of soil 
particles* Then roots were transferred to another dish 
and the process was repeated t i l l such time that all the 
soil particles were removed* The appropriate part of the 
root was cut into 6 cm* pieces and then were transferred 
to flask containing sterilised water. The flask was 
thoroughly shaken on mechanical shaker* Water was removed 
and each time fresh water was added* After twenty such 
changes the roots were cut Into approximately 0*2 cm, equal 
segments* Pen segments were transferred with the help of 
the sterile pair of forceps in each of 80 replicate petri-
plates, containing 18*20 ml* of agar medium (Khan and 
Siddiclf 1962)* ?hey were incubated at 2S°C* for a week. 
Fungi that developed on segments of roots were identified* 
For isolation of nematodes from rhi20sphere, 
the soil surranndlng the plant roots was carefully removed 
in the form of a core or block* later, the soil was removed 
from the roots without least disturbing the root system, 
since they were to be used for the isolation of rhis© sphere 
fungi* Three sueh blocks of soil were taken for each plant, 
later mixed to form a composite sample* The nematodes were 
isolated as given on pagesi7&is. Isolation of nematodes was 
«slso m*de from root free soil* The HiS ratio of nematodes 
was calculated as under: 
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Population of nematodes per 280 »1» of rhjgosphere soil 
miHrmBmtm » » • i •! I mi m i n —on HI uiifi, » mi HI in W I W I I ii i i mi • inn mi imiliHi n w — W W i'"< m 
Population of nematodes par 280 ml* of non-rhi«o sphere (root free) toll* 
?o study the individual and combined effect of 
MM. Mlnnl and I* tonfflaafl on the pr©«*mergenee daraping-off 
of cauliflower seedlings, mycelial suspension of a cauliflower 
culture of MM. fclwfi of 10 days growth was prepared In Waring 
blendor in water (ten times the weight of mycelium), Steri-
lised soils were inoculated with this suspension to give 
a level of 1, 2 and 8 g. of mycelium/ kg. Three inoculum 
levels of X* frftqqi|fra«e, via* 1000, S000 and J3000/kg* soil 
were used. Nematodes were obtained from the culture main-
tained on cauliflower* Autoclaved soils were inoculated 
with these 3 inoculum levels of nematodes* 
Simultaneous inoculations of the autoclaved soil, 
with all the 3 levels of ]k JOla&l «»d £* JaiftMLsaa were 
made in all possible combinations. Inoculated soils war© 
mixed thoroughly and transferred to trays* ?rays receiving 
soil with no fungal or nematode inoculum served as control* 
Ml the treatments were in triplicate* 
In each tray ecual number of surface sterilized 
seeds of cauliflower var* Snowball were town* Number of 
seedlings emerged was counted and percentage germination 
was calculated* 
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to study the effect of 3 inoculum levels 
(1000, 2000 & 5000) of I*. brasslcae on the growth of 
cauliflower, autoclaved noil was filled in 9W pots and 
young seedlings of cauliflower var* Snowball raised in 
autoalaved soil were transferred* three replicate pots 
were inoculated witli 1000, 2000 and S000 nematodes separa-
tely. Pots without nematodes served as control* ifter 
?8 days of growth, the fresh weight of the plants from each 
treatment was determined, the final population of nematodes 
was also estimated* 
To study the effect of oilcakes of mm (l2aiUza-
chtfl tallica Juss»), aahua (HadJtaJfia Jntiloa Gael*), groundnut 
(tooMfl hS&m* *4.nn*) and oast or (£i£inns flflmronlfl Linn,} 
and ammonium sulphate on the frequency, relative abundance 
and population of fungit and population of nematodes in the 
rhi so sphere of eggplant and okra, the above manures were 
added to naturally infested soil on 100 lb. nitrogen per 
acre basis* Amended soil was added to 12 inches pots and 
seedlings of eggplant and seed of okra were sown after a 
waiting period of IS days* Isolations of rhlsosphere fungi 
and nematodes of eggplant and okra were made at fortnightly 
intervals for three months* 
?o study the effect of o i l cakes of neem, mahua, 
groundnut and castor, on the frequency and population of 
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fungi in absence of host, naturally infested toil -was 
amended by these oilcakes at the rate of 8 percent W/W« 
$his soil was then transferred to 6 inches earthen pots* 
The pots were kept on glasshouse benches and wore regularly 
tutored to keep the soil moist* After &vmry fifteen days 
fungi were isolated by soil plate method (Warcup 1950)* 
Population and frequency of fungi were calculated* 
Vo determine the effect of adding different 
oilcakes on the population of ik .ao^ anf., in soil in the 
absence of hoot, oilcakes were mixed with autoelaved soil 
at the rate of 2$ WW* % e y were passed through coarse 
sieve and then inoculated with a culture of Jk mlani at 
the rate of 10 g« mycelium per kilogram of soil* t*aterf 
pots were filled with this artificially infested soil* 
% r determining the effect of water soluble 
fractions of oilcakes, autoelaved soil contained in pots 
was Inoculated with Jk jalanl at the above rate* On the 
same day the water soluble fractions (Khan j& al« 1966) 
obtained from reculred quantity of oilcakes of neem, aahua, 
groundnut and castor were added to the pots* 
Pots were incubated on glasshouse benches and 
were watered at regular intervals* Isolation of JL, •fti,«*i 
was made at IB days intervals for 90 days by soil plate 
method <Wareupf 19*0)* £he population was calculated on 
K i) 
the basis of number of propagules recovered from one 
gram of soil. 
To study the effect of water soluble fractions 
of oilcakes on the growth of some fungi* fifty grams of 
each of the oilcakes mentioned earlier were dissolved in 
800 ml* of distilled vater and the vater soluble fractions 
thug obtained was arbitrarily designated as 'standard** 
From this standard* S/2* SAOf S/1Q0 and S/1000 concentrations 
•were prepared. 
Five ml* solution of th© above concentrations of 
vater soluble fractions of oilcakes,were individually passed 
and 
through selts filterf^wer© adaed to SO ml* of PDA. contained 
in petrl~plates* 
For determining the effect of nimbidin and 
t hi on i mono, one gram of each of the compounds was dissolved 
in 10 ml* of 90$ alcohol* this solution was diluted to 
5$» Xf> and 0*1$ by adding reouired amount of sterilised 
vater. In each pertrlplate containing PDA, one ml* of each 
of the above concentration vas added* Plates receiving 
the amount of alcohol present in one ml. of different 
dilutions or receiving no alcohol served as control* 
Inoculations were made by transferring equal 
amount of mycelium* the plates were incubated at 88°C# for 
a week unlets stated otherwise* At the end of the 
Incubation period, the radial growth of the colonies 
vas measured, fhere vera three replicates of eaoh 
treatment s* 
The data was analysed statistically wherever 
i t was considered necessary* 
MSCOFfcQRA AND NEMATODE POPtfMtlOH 
m mmvuBW nnmu mm vimmes 
CHOPPXHO PAtfERRS 
A review of pertinent literature given on 
pages 2f 3 t 4 & § clearly shows that the population 
of fungi in cultivated fields i s greatly influenced 
by the presence of absence of the crop* Similarly 
the presence of efficient host largely contributes 
towards the population build up of plant parasitic 
nematodes* 
I t i s evident from the figs* 1, 2 & 3 
and tables 1,2 & 3 (appendix) that during August 
1967 to July 1968, 34 species of fungi belonging to 
24 genera were Isolated from the field at Cular Road, 
Aiigarh and 36 species belonging to 24 genera from 
Idgah field and 30 species belonging to 20 geneva 
froa Port field* 
QunnlnghMiilla vtrUn&Uitfai Paine, H a m * , 
xel la Alain* P#yroudM j&is&x sp«, Rhlaopus nlerlflinn 
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Ehrenborg., AapflggUlttfi aandlflm Link, A*, clmntua 
DeaaBiera, JU l l a m a Unte, A*, nlgflf van Tieghem, 
i * JSfiOul (Cainiers and Sortory) Thorn end Church, 
A*. Sf.rrcun thon, ftxttfianftrtji huiatcoXa Oudeaanst 
QfiPhftXftopfiQyB Irregularis Baxter , ffhaatoMiXXft *P*> 
fflhfrfltjgptelft sp#> £urs3ll3JCla gflnlflUXftSfl ( Tracy and 
Eiarla ) Boedljn, it*, ittnefc* ( Walker ) Boedljnf 
ftoflarlw spp., W.itinttho gap,rlutn njaduXQam ( Besfeeiey 
and Curtis ) Saccardo, ftumtcola sp«, IftlmfiMiifi MlmX 
Kuhn and I,Hqhod.aama llfiflQUirc < ?ed© ) Haras 
Isolated from all the three fields* 
Plrr.lnfiiin alnnaXts van tieghem, toftgglllttfl 
iMlflhttma ( Freaenius ) Thorn and Churehf &* YJLQlacQtt-
XttfiQlfl Gasperini, PullUlariA aullularifl ( d« Bary ) 
B«rkhoutM SflXftmnhomina sp#, gflpatitmltfa aftrrfloarmniraa 
( Bulliard ) Fries, SttahSfrotrMa iPMXflfta Berkeley 
and trlctoaarrca alfcua Prauas were isolated only from 
Gular Road and not from Idgah and the fort* 
^yrorhynflhm hfttarogawtta vmi iaa in ,f QnlclXUua 
djoat ^aieski, curyuXfirtp tratmrcuXatia Jain, ffornlafilnni 
sp* and Thlelavlopgls bagieola Zopf ware isolated only 
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from fields at Idgah« Aigmrgttlhi IttfihUftnalS *nui, 
JLL actotceoua wiihelm#, r^yaanun .attmonltfta < Persoon ) 
Corda and MsmaaXm sp» were Isolated only from Fort* 
§YjKiftflhfllafitgffln IfflCfflftomffl ( Cohn ) Schroeter, 
^apgrglllua aafitmit chaudhuri, E « i g u u q » SayanlM 
van Beymn, ffJhaetomittB mSSfiUA Balnier. and faffilla a l l l l 
( Har» ) Saccardo were Isolated both from the fields 
at Oular Road and Idgah# frmlftimMI terxeatgj Jensen, 
£* cgrvlQphlluia Dlerekx*, Altentarla &sxmX& ^ees, 
ciafoanqrtian herfrarm < Persoon ) Link and faimxte 
sl^va^a* Oudetaans were confined to Idgah and Port# 
From Oular Boad field two isolates of IMza£-
tanift ffolA^ differing In cultural characters and in 
production of gelerotla were isolated* When the field 
was under cultivation of cauliflower, the frequency of 
Ik JQlSJal (isolate I) was SO, 66, 80 and 90 during 
August, September, October and November respectively, 
whereas for IU. fiOlnml (isolate II) i t was 45, 60, SO 
and 45 for the corresponding months. During December, 
January, February and March when cabbage was grown the 
freouency of Jk solan* (isolate I) was 45, 50, 60 and 
40 respectively, whereas for Isolate II i t was 30, SB, 
65 and 75 for the corresponding months* When the field 
• Pigujp© 1# 
Freciuenoy aad relative abundance of fungi 
in vegetable field at Gular Boad, Allgarh 
from August
 v 1967 to July 1968. 
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JniA. 
8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 |9 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
1 CIRCINELLA SIMPLEX 10 ASPERGILLUS NIGER 19 CEPHA'LIOPHORA IRREGULARIS 28 RHIZOCTONIA SOLANI I 
2 CUNNINGHAMELLA VERTICILLATA II ASPERGILLUS SACHARI 20CHAET0MELLA SP 29 RHIZOCTONIA SOLANI H 
3 MORTIERELLA ALPINA 12 ASPERGILLUS SULPHUREUS 21 CHAETOPHOMA SP 30 SCLEROPHOMINA SP 
4 MUCOR SP 13 ASPERGILLUS SYDOWI 22 CURVULARIA GENICULATA 31 SEPEDONIUM CHRYSOSPERMUM 
5 RHI20PUS NIGRICANS 14 ASPERGILLUS TERREUS 23CURVULARIA LUNATA 32 STACHVBOTRYS LOBULATA 
6 SYNCEPHALASTRUM RACEMOSUM 15 ASPERGILLUS VIOLACEO-FUSCUS 24FUSARIUM Spp 33 TORULA ALLII 
7 ASPERGILLUS CANDIDUS I6CHAET0MIUM MAGNUM 25HELMINTHOSPORIUM NODULOSUM 34 TRICHODERMA ALBUM 
8 ASPERGILLUS CLAVATUS 17 PENICILLIUM JAVANICUM 26HUMICOLA SP 35 TRICHODERMA LIGNORUM 
9 ASPERGILLUS FLAVUS IB ALTERNARIA HUMICOLA 27 PULLULARlA PULLULANS 
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remained fallow, during April, Kay and June the frequency 
of both isolates dropped to 80, 18 and 10 for isolate X, 
and to 35, 25 and 15 for isolate II respectively for the 
corresponding months* Planting of cauliflower in July 
resulted again in an increase in the frequency of Ik waim^ 
isolate X and it was IS. 
the frequency of F a^arima spp* was 55, 65, 100, 
100f 100, $5, 70, 100, 80, 78, 40 and 65 during August, 
September, October, November, December, January, February, 
March, April, May, June and July respectively* *?hus as 
long as tha crops remained in the field the frequency of 
these fungi was high, while the frequency was low when the 
field was kept fallow* 
The frequency of Hft-foinfchftfpQrtun nojMortata 
was 20, 35, 35, 40, 15, 40, 35, 20 and 30 during August, 
September, October, November, December, January, February, 
March and May respectively. It could not be Isolated 
during April, June and July* 
the frequency of X*. Hffn^ rq"1 was 25, 25, 85, 35, 
25, 15, 10, 35, 40, 20, 10 and 15 during August, September, 
October, November, December, January, February, March, 
April, May, June and July respectively. 
When Xdgah field was under cultivation of egg* 
plant the frequency of &*, noloni during Auguat, September, 
Figure 2, 
Frequency ana il lative abundance of fungi 
In vegetable field at Idgahf AUgarfe fro» 
August 1967 to July 1968, 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 
1 CUNNINSHAMELLA VERTK3LLATA K> 
2 MCflTIERELLA ALPINA II 
3 MUCOR SP 12 
-? imaopus Nf&iHCMS 13 
3 SYNCEPHALASTRUM RACEMOSUM 14 
6 ZYGORHYNCHUS HETEROGAMUS 15 
7 ASPERGILLUS CANDIDUS 16 
B ASPERGILLUS CLAVATUS 17 
9 ASPERGILLUS FLAVUS 18 
l l i l n ^ i 
10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ASPERGILLUS NIGER 19 
ASPERGILLUS SACHARI 20 
ASPERGILLUS SYOOWI 21 
ASKKStLLUS TSUSeUS 12 
CHAETOMIUM MAGNUM 23 
PENICILLIUM CORYLOPHILUM 24 
PENICU.LIUM DALCAE 25 
PENICILLIUM JAVANICUM 26 
PENICILLIUM TERRESTRE 27 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
ALTEhNARIA HUMICOLA 
ALTERNARIA TENUIS 
CEPHALIOPHORA IRREGULARIS 
CNAE70MSUA SP 
CHAETOPHOMA SP 
CLAOOSPORIUM HERBARUM 
CURVULARIA GENICULATA 
CURVULARIA LUNATA 
CURVULARIA TUBERCULATA 
T - , — , 1 I f - i - - Jh fcLBa. 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 33 36 
28 PUSARIUM SPP 
29 HELMINTHOSPORIUM NODULOSUM 
30 HORMISCIUM SP 
X HUMICOLA SP 
32 RHIZOCTONIA SOLANI 
33 SPICARIA SILVATICA 
34 THIELAVIOPSIS BASICOLA 
35 TORULA ALLII 
36 TRICHOOERMA LIGNORUM 
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October, and November was 35, 38, 48 and 40 respec-
tively while during December and January the field remained 
fallow i t s frequency was 35 and 80 resne otively* During 
February, March and April when cucurbit a were grown the fre~ 
ouency of $*, so l^i was 30, 35 and 38 respectively, however, 
when the field remained fallow in May and June i t s frequency 
decreased and was 20 and 18 respectively* transplanting of 
ohilles resulted an increase in the frequency of 1* jsalanl 
and It was 20 during July* 
Phe freoueney of Fusftriqm spp* in this field also 
showed similar trend and i t was SO, 78, 100, 100, 90, 78, 
90, 100, 100, 80, 3* and 65 during August, September, October, 
November, December, January, February, March, April, May, 
June and July respectively* 
The frequency of JU naduinaua during August, September 
October, November, December, January, February, March, April, 
May, June, and July was 18, SO, 25, 45, 30, 20, 20, 40, 60, 36, 
30 and 48 respectively! and of £u }1 gnormg 18, 80, 20, 18, 10, 
8, 10 and 15 during August, September, October, November, 
December, January, February and July respectively, JU ^fnoggm 
could not be isolated during March, April, May and June* 
When the field at Fort was under cultivation of 
okra, the frequency of Jk *ft*-1Mfl during August, September, 
and October was 45, 50 and 60 respectively,while during 
Figure 3« 
Freouenoy and relative abundance of fungi 
In vegetable field at Fort* Allgarh from 
August 1967 to July 1968* 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 CUNNINGHAMILLA VERTICILLA1A 
2 MORTIERELLA ALPINA 
3 MUCOR SP 
4 RHIZOPUS NIGRICANS 
5 ASPERGILLUS CANDIOUS 
6 ASPERGILLUS CLAVATUS 
7 ASPERGILLUS FLAVUS 
6 ASPERGILLUS LUCHUENSK 
9 ASPERGILLUS NIGER 
10 ASPERGILLUS OCHRAUOUS 
10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 
II ASPERGILLUS SYDOWI 
2 ASPERGILLUS TERREUS 
i3 PENICILLIUM CORYLOPHILUM 
4 PENICILLIUM TERRES1RE 
5 ACREMONIUM SP 
6 ALTERNARIA HUMICOLA 
7 ALTERNARIA TENUIS 
18 CEPHALIOPHORA IRREGULARS 
19 CHAE10MELLA SP 
20 CHAETOPHOMA SP 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
21 CLADOSPORIUM HERBARUW 
22 tURVULARIA GENICULATA 
23 CURVULARIA LUNATA 
24 FUSARIUM SPP 
25 HELMINTHOSPORIUM NODULOSUM 
26 HUMICOLA SP 
27 RHIZOCTONIA SOLANI 
26 SPICARIA SILVATICA 
29 STYSANUS STEMONITES 
30 TRICHOHERMA LIGNORUM 
Eovember and December when the field remained fallow Its 
frequency was 55 and 30 respectively. During January, 
February, Mareh, April and May when tomato was grown the 
frequency of Ik mlaol was 45, 60, 75, 80 and 8S respeo~ 
tlvelyf howeverf when the field remained fallow again in 
June and July the frequency dropped to 30 and #0 respectively* 
the frequency of fu a^rlufl* spp» in this field also 
showed similar trend and was 75, 80, 100, 78, 63, 65, 85, 
$0, 100, 100, 48 and 60 during August, September, October, 
November, December, January, February, March, £pril, May, 
June and July respectively* 
the frequency of fi* nQflulQM during August, 
September, October, November, December, January, February, 
March, April, May, June and July was 18, 20, 25, 10, 10,15, 
28, 30, 35, 35, 5 and 10 respectively! and of X* llgno.ttffll 
15, 25, 20, 20, 20, 20, 25, 30, 35, 45, 10 and 15 respective-
ly for the corresponding months. 
In all the three fields the rest of the fungi 
isolated showed more or less the similar trend in their 
frequency values. 
In the Oular Hoad field relative abundance of 
isolate I of JU. y*l«nj. was 5*4, 6*6, 7*7, 8*0, 6,2, 5«0, 
3,5, 6#6, 6.0, 6,0, 8#1 and 9*5 during August, September, 
o 6 
October, Noveaber, Dcceoiber, January, February, Maroh, 
April, May, June and July respectively and of ieolt te I I of 
Ik JOXanl I t m» 3.9, 3.3, 3,2, 2*6, 3.2, 4.0, 7.0, 10.4, 
12.8, 7.8, 10*8 and 8*6 respectively for the corresponding 
ninths. » 
the relative abundance of fiifmriiMft app. vas 13«8, 
14.5, 14.2, 14.3, 16»3f 13.6, 13.3, 17.3, 21.6, 13.6, 10.8 
and 16.S during August, September, October, November, December, 
January, February, March, April, Hay, June and July respect-
ively. 
the relative abundance of 2* nQflttlQSUH m® 1.3, 
2.2, 1.9, 2.3, 0.9, 0*6, 0.7, 1»0 and S.O during August, 
September, October* November, December, January, February, 
March and May respectively* and of 1* ygnnyum vas 1.3, 2.2, 
1.9, 2.7, 3*6, 2.9, 3.5, 5.0, 1.4, 2.3, 3*0 and 2.9 respec-
tively for the corresponding montha. 
the relative abundance of Jk miaul in Xdgah field 
vas 2.8, 2.6, 3.7, 2.6, 3*5, 3.3, 3.7, 3.5, 3.0, 3.2, 2*9 
and 2.8 during August, September, October, November, December, 
January, February* Maroh, April, May,June and July respec-
tively; and of ffiifl»*ffiim apP# 9.5, lo .e , 11.9, 10.8, 9.4, 6.0, 
8.3, 8*2, 8.2, 14.0, 14.5 and 10.9 r®§peetively? and of I*. 
nqdulomm 1 .3, 2 . 1 , 2 . 2 , 1.7, 1.2, 1*5, 2*2, 2*3* 1*8, 3 .2 , 
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8*6 and 8*8 respectively for the corresponding months* 
The relative abundane* of 1* Henorwi vas 1*1, 
1.8, 1,3, 1*5, 1,2, 1*8, 8*8 and 1*0 during August, September, 
October, Koveaber, December, January, February and July 
respectively* 
The relative abundance of ji*. flftXfiflfl. In %rt field 
was 5*4, S*6, S.8, 8*0, 4,5, 0.0, 8*0, 9,2, 11*1, 10,7, 9.4 
and 8,9 during August, September, October, November, December, 
January, February, Hareh, April, May, June and July respec-
tlvelyj of EuaiKto spp* 14*8, 14*8, 14*4, 10*0, 6*8, 10*8, 
18*7, 14*0, 12.1, 18*9, 16.6 and 14*3 respectively* of U* 
nodulOSUfe 1*3, 8*8, 8*4, 8«B, 8*8, 8*9, 8*3, 8*5, 8*0, 8*1, 
1*4 and 0*7 respectively* and of X* liyttfl*^ 8*7, 8*7, 1.7, 
8*8, 1*4, 3*1, 8*3, 8*7, 8*0, 1*7, 0*9 and 1*4 respectively 
for the corresponding months, 
the 
The population of fungi in all/th*e© fields va® 
high, **»en the eropa vera grovn and lov when the fields were 
kept fallow* the population of fungi during August, September, 
October, November, December, January, February, March, April, 
May, June and July vas 36500, 48000, 88600, 65800, 86300, 
61800, 71100, 68900, 3630% 33800, 18400 and 33100 respectively 
in Oular Road field? 47800, 56900, 67200, 69000, 48500, 33400, 
64300, 88800, 6710% 38000, 84800 and 53700 respectively in 
S8 
Idgah fieldf and 37300, 44700, 4S300, 40000, 29100, 4X700, 
43800, 48900, 49600, 46600, 21800 and 28000 respectively In 
Fort field for the corresponding ssontht* 
It i s , therefore, concluded that crop has slaved 
decisive role in influencing the frequency and population of 
fungi* This has been more true for parasitic species* ^he 
higher frequency value of one isolate of jk JSJilanJL in the 
presence of eaullflowr and of the other in presence of cabbage 
emphasises the role of host in selecting the tayeoflora* 
It i s clear from fig* 4 , tables 4 , 5 & 6 
(appendix) that during August in Oular Road field when cauli-
flower was planted, the population of ,Mentirerhvraflhua Jimaat-
£fi&t *foploiatffius ep.» Mlffl>ftvl«iflftttfl sp.,larvae of flfiloltfQgmffi 
InfiORnitftt PotiYlflnchuXua rffl.ltfri'lia Unford and Oliveira 1940 
and Tvleftflhu^ ap» was 840, 140, 110, 30, 80 and DO respectively 
per 2R0 «1* of soil* In the following months there was in inc-
rease in the population of nematodes in general and 1*. fcxasat-
JHUI in particular* During Peoember the population of 1* 
frraa.iicttfl was ssm while that of Pppiolii^a ap.» Wicotyltn* 
s&m *P*I larvae of «*_ incojnita, &. reniformln m& Mftnohua 
sp* was 660, 138, 45, 130 and 75 respectively* Planting of 
cabbage in the same field in late December, resulted in 
further increase in population of t , brmsslcae and i t was 
6K70, 8448 and 9340 during January, February and 
Figure 4« 
Changes in population of nematodes resulting 
from crop sequences in vegetable fields at 
Oular Boad* Idgah and Fort during the period* 
August 1967 to July 1908* 
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March respectively* 
During April, May and June i&en the field remained 
fallow the population of I* bra^fttts was 2844, 580 and 438 
respeetivelyf of ffffl*ifti«i«mw ap* 187, 80 and 60?of Miftqfcy-
Xf^ fttmi^  «p* 44, 30 and 0* and of Jk mnlftirmla 22, 10 and 0 
respectively for the corresponding taonths* m toCTgnifea 
m& not Isolated during February, March, April, Hay, June 
and July* 
At Idgah, the population of nesaatodea was relatively 
poor* During August the population of ffrlfflfflfartemhtta ep# 
tolOlalBtta ep., aBttfiaMiffifltmit sp„ larvae of £U jjomsaiia; 
and I», xmkbaaXA was S80, 90, ISO, 210, 110 respectively 
for 250 tal* of soil* Curing September to November the popu* 
latlon increased when the aggplant was growing. During 
November, the population of Illmfiftfllfomaftttg spM ffaalQlflHroa 
ap#» BqHqQ.^ Yiffinahn« ap., larvae of E*. iftgftffll&a &n& ik 
y^mifomlfl was 816, 2QS, 4CS, 504 and 240 respectively* 
the population decreased during December and January ^ien 
the field remained fallow. the population of lYl€T)tflPrhynnhUQ 
8p0f tololalittfl an*, nfilinatvlGnchiLS ep*, larvae of LU 
iaftognUa and Ik xenlfprmlfl reduced to l i s , 93, 84, 98 
and 42 respectively during January* the population showed 
a slight increase when cucurbits were grown during February, 
March and April* i t was 340, 187, 204, 170 and 187 for 
41 
X&sncltofttotichHfi « P ^ S&al&laiis^ sp»* flellcotylfinchua sp#, 
larvae of la. In^Qgnltfl ana &, gffllllfrfffflla respeetlvely during 
April* During May and June again th© field remained fallow* 
consequently the population dropped. However* i t increased 
In July when Chillies were grows. 
tn Fort field, during August, the population of 
"ylcnchfrifrmcftua «?•» ^pAftlllma er>M IteUcj&i&eAttMa ap*» 
and larvae of E*. inoqgnlta was 60, 132, 72, 84 respectively* 
During September and October, the population of nematodes 
increased when ottra was growing* During October the population 
of ffjaejieM^mdma SPM telalalraii »p*t Sell cat vlmshua sp«, 
m8 larvae of H* taflngnlta was 165, 525, 210 m& 90 respec-
tively* Curing November and December when th© field remained 
fallow, decline in population was observed* the population 
again Increased In January when tomatoes were planted and 
thus immediately before the harvesting of tomato in Hay, the 
population of tylfinctiortivnchui sp*, ffealolalmua sp», Ballsa.-
fcfllflmffittl sp*t and larvae of II*. lnoognltta was 260, 338, 520, 
and 143 respectively, During June and July again the field 
remained fallow which resulted in decline in population* 
Prom the foregoing, i t Is evident that during the 
period when the fields have been under cultivation, there 
ha© been an Increase In the total population of stylet* 
bearing nematodes* The major contribution towards this 
Figure S» 
total population of fungi and nematodes in 
vegetable fields at Gular Road, Xdgah and 
Fort during the period* August 1967 to 
July 1983, 
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increase has been due to rapid multiplication of the 
nematodes for vhich crop was an efficient host# though 
fallow has reduced the population of nematodes considerably 
but in no case i t too resulted in the complete elimination 
of the most commonly encountered stylet-bearing nematodes* 
However, some nematode genera from Culnr Bead Held could 
not be isolated during certain part of the year probably 
«. due to their very lov population or due to adverse coil 
moisture or temperature* 
OF EGCPLAin1 ARD OKM 
A review of l i t e ra tu re pertaining to the studies of 
rhi so sphere cderoorganiaas given in introductory chapter 
shovs that * positive rhiss© sphere effect may be expected 
with most of the plant species* Hie rhi so sphere phenomenon 
has been reviewed recently by Starkey (1958)? Loehhe&d (1969) 
and Ketsnelson (1961t 1965). 
I t i s el*K*r from the a g e . 6 & 7 and table ? 
(appendix) that £* Yftll&qUlP&l, M* al&Jlia* Kftfigr sp*f £» 
nlffrtcflMh Ik ^CTsufi w©»t m<\ Oeriings, frmrairelUua san&l&ua, 
J* ciaTar.us, i u JQamat £* ftMlfflfcuui **resentusf £*. nlssr., 
A* fichracw^s* JU gwlpharf^a» A* CTfairiU A*. £szxfiaaf A*, 
YffralCPjQT <Vuiiicrain) ?irabosehi f Pffllftllltaffi mrylPSbllWSt 
Pit ialaaa, PffilclUfaa «P»» ftltgnrarlft Cagcj.eulita eook end 
E l l i s , £«. AfioatiUl Dasssewska, A*. hualCOla, A*. ^ £D2ilz, 2®tfmr 
Uoihona inauDilaiU, Shattohftiaa SP»» follfttotriehma aiiraafiii-
iaxiiEi (Berk & Br*) taub., (fomfltrU £tals£U&&9 2* Indlca 
Subraaanian, £*. lun&tAt Pinflnomrerlua sp»t ffaaartaa «PP** 
Gnofttftditya mmm <*<ink,) Thoo, Ftlrclntjhparmrimn noOBlflgm* 
Bm£b£s&Qi sp«, ^hlmctonift wlanU SnlfiRrta s l lyatlca, 
MfihMiUft a l toa m& «L* ItfiUPrOtt v»re isolated both from the 
rhlzosphere and non-rhi«osphere soi l of eggplant. 
45 
There was a correlation between the nunber of 
species end the age of the plant* twenty five speciee 
were isolated after 16 daysj 3 4 after 30 daysf 38 after 
46 5 and 38 after 60 days of transplantation* At subsequent 
interval© the number of species did not differ* 
•Jilgo.mii oma&f toiriUlttfi fmnigfltua» &± 
QnhraQgonai ftltiflrnarla laojaMla* CQllaftotiirlghmB fttiranfflftftftyinnf 
finwmlartifl ladJUstt SXiaalndiim mssm and I*, album were 
isolated at all the Intervals except after 18 days* isfc&fite-
aimaa ep* was Isolated from the rhia© sphere after 30 and 
45 days! filne^Qqnortmn sp* after 46 days* feqfcheclua sp* 
after 60, 78 and 90 days* and feUnU .aUvaUflfl after 48, 
60f 78 and 90 days* 2h# remaining fungi were Isolated at 
all the intervals* 
•QQllftttQtrlfihMTl ntnm^nt^rluni i s reported for the 
first tine from India and Its occurrence has become all the 
more important since this species has been found to be 
associated with &. jBalaal and £* rQatpfiMflinnlfl in decreasing 
the yield of tomato (Dunnt 1968)* 
It i s evident frota the fig# 6 § table 7 (appendix) 
that frsetwney of £* fttrMftntnrtum was 4s t 78t loo, 88 and 
60 in the rhiao sphere and 20t 18, 26t 80 and i s in the non» 
rhisosphere soil after 30f 48f 60t 78 and 90 days respectively* 
Figure 6. 
Frequency of fungi in tb® rhiaoaphere and 
non~rhizo sphere soil of eggplant at different 
intervals* 
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I t could not be Isolated both from rhizo sphere and Ron* 
rhlaosphere af ter 15 days. The frequency of gagarlum spp* 
in the rhiaosphere VSLB 78, 100f 100f 100, 100 and 100 and 
in the non-rhisosphere 70, 78, 78, 78, 8S t 70 and 78 af ter 
IS, 30| 48, ©Of 7S and 90 days respectively! and of g*. aoiimi 
20, gSt 35, 65 t IS and 30 in the rhino sphere and 16, 10 t 10, 
10, 10 and 10 in the noiWhleosphere respectively for the 
corresponding period©, 
the frequency of J^ ni£flx was 75, 100f 100t 100, 
98 and 88 in the rhlioephere and 60f 68, 88, 80, SO and 36 
in the non-rhise sphere af ter IS* 30» 48, 60,78 and 90 days 
respectively! of $* ftoflnloflutfl 18, 25, 38, 35, 85 and 30 in 
the rhisosphere and io f IS , I8 f SO, 18 and 88 in the non» 
rhizosphere* and of 1* litnorwi 8, 10, 28, 30 t SS and SO In 
the rhi «o sphere and 18, 10, 80, 18, IS and 10 in the non-
rhizosphere for the corresponding periods respectively* 
Host of the reaaining fungi also shoved higher frequency 
values in the rhi so sphere than non-rhizosphere so i l . 
I t i s clear from the fig* 7 and table i (appendix) 
that the relat ive abundance of £U> ntttSBtitikUVlm in the 
rhigo sphere was 4#0, S.8, 7»1, 5#0 and 6.4 af ter 30, 48, 60, 
78 and 90 days respectively. flieflrftaq sppt showed highest 
relat ive abundance throughout except af ter 60 days* The 
rela t ive abundance of ^ ^ x ^ spp, in the rhimsphere was 
Figure 7* 
Relative abundance of fungi in the 
rhizosphere and non-rhltsosphere soil of 
eggplant at different intervals* 
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12.5, 9*4, 8.2, 6.2, 7.0 and 7.6 after IS, 30t 48, 60, 78 
and 90 days respectively and that of fa yiimi, 2.5, 3.1, 
2.8, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 for the corresponding periods respec-
tively. 
In the rhlao sphere, lowest relative abundance 
was shown by fa aijdrui, JU flttlphuzaMflf Rflftlflimwi sp«, fa 
Igregalarla and 2* UjftKma After 15 daysi ^etftahPiaft sp« 
after 30 and 48 days* IlyjE&kflfito sp* after 60 days? fa 
s2Mm a«* J* n^ACftlft after 7S days? and fa JtolfiftlU after 
90 days* 
In the non-rhlsro sphere, the relative abundance 
of fa wtexL was highest after i s and 30 days* fa nlnar after 
30, 48 and 80 daysf and fa Slmm after 78 and 90 days* 
The lowest relative abundance in the non-rhisosphere 
was that of phaefcqphpma sp. after 16 days* fa ama&> &*> 
tmXMa&m* VmUXlXim «P«» £* humlcola, Chftfttonhojit *p#t 
fa lO&fi&t fa OmaM an* JU xaism after 30 days? &. Umata 
and £* matoa after 46 daysi fa limata and ttmrtHnnlura sp. 
after 60 days? fa alBinft. after 75 days? and fa alaina, XL 
lrrsgulflrta and fa lunata after so days. 
In the non*rhiso sphere, the relative abundance 
of parasitic species vis . fa afrriasntarlumt ik aalrml and 
fagnflUtt «PP* vas rather low. It was 0, 2.2, !•?, 4,1, 4.3, 
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and 8.4 for SU atWMfilftflrSttM 1*7, X.7, 1*7, 2.4, 1.1 and 
1*6 for Ik j&la&lf end 8*2, 6*9, S«7, S*3, 6.4 and 4,9 for 
75 
ffiiaarlnn app* after 18, 30f 48, 60/and 90 days respectively* 
Proa the f lg . l i and table io (appendix) It Is clear 
that population of fungi in the rhisosphere of eggplant was 
81600, 169000, 286000, 327000, 224000 and 131000 after IS, 
30, 4SV 60, »78 and 00 daye respectively? whereas In the non-
rhlsosphere It was 39000, 43800, 44000, 39500, 41500 and 
42600 respectively for the corresponding periods, the His 
ratio was 2*09, 3*8, 0*5, 8.3, 5.3, and 3*08 after IS, 30, 
45, 60, 78 and 90 daye respectively. 
The ayeoflora encountered In the rhisoephere of 
okra Is given In the figs. 8 & 9, table 8 (appendix). 
A perusal of the tables 7 & 8 (appendix) and 
. figs. 6 & 8 clearly shows that there was a worked difference 
in the rhlsosphere myeoflora of eggplant and okra* NoimkotM^ 
KlftXla sp . , <UtmraUXtta Xuctiuflnala> ffriUnUUm nlUflum sopp. , 
ciafloamortum iiaxfearua, gurmanrXa 3&tattuiXa£A» &. unnlnaf.n 
Bugnicourt, ftiioflftflima nenlflllXplflag corda, PalmlntfhoapotilWB 
sp»» BogaXiSflivji *p*t fteiffipflgnflruw sp* and Pullulnrla niillulnrn 
were present only in the rhl«oaphere of okra and not in the 
rhisosphere of eggplant| vhereas RMraptta OSS&a&t ftfiparglXXtta 
fmlgfitua. A*. nflhrnfltKmit &*, minimum* A* yftxalooXox, 
Figure 8, 
Frequency of fungi In th© rhlzosphere 
and non-phi go sphere soil of okra at 
different intervals. 
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pfflUcllllua sp«t IflftfjEniurlft fnnfilcu. Infra, ffflpftwXIophortt 
irrqgularlg, falXitotLilfihttHi atit^wfilifurliait ffuryulaila. IQAJLCA, 
Rlr\<?agffrprlum *P#, Myrothtclum sp. and Erltftofltnui alfcaa 
vara isolated only from the rhleo sphere of eggplant and not 
of okra* 
Twenty three species of fungi were isolated after 
15 days| 29 after 30 days* 31 after 45 days; and 34 after 
60 days* At subsequent intervals the number of species 
remained thirty five. Mgrfclaralla Alplo&t £lfld.p.Br)oriWTi 
JasrJaamit Pttmlfirlfl feuhfir,fiiiafcf»y £ * anfi&natatiUPftlfttite 
mmm and falflftrta fflilvaftlfln were not isolated after IS days* 
HaiaKovaKjeiia »p*t Jk pgnlnUlftlfea and ?KU\aarift nullulons 
after IS and 30 daysi ChuqtQphpn^  sp# after 15, 30, 48 and 
60 daysi and Fsmlsfiimn sp» and Portroflflndrua sp« after i s , 
30 and 4$ days* The remaining fungi were isolated at al l 
the intervals* 
It i s evident from the fig. 8 and table 8 (appendix) 
that the frequency of Fugarima spp* was 75, 100f 100, 100, 
100 and 100 in the rhiso sphere and 66* 75, 68, 5fif 45 and 40 
in the non-rhi«o sphere after IS, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 days 
respectively. The frequency of &. jplfiOl was 15, 38, 35, 40, 
35 and 85 in the rhito sphere and 10, 15, 15, 80, IB and IS 
In the non-rhieosphere respectively for the corresponding 
periods. 
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the frequency of JU toiB&SL was 95, 100, 100, 85, 
80 and 90 in the rhieosphere and 78, 88, 90, 76, 60 and 86 
in the non~rhitosphere* of JU nodule MI« 16, 15, 28, 35, 25, 
30 in the rhiso sphere and 10, 5, 10, IS, 10 and 10 in the 
non-rhizo sphere? and of JU. 1,*«fno*um 10, 35, 65, 66, SS and 
60 in the rhieosphere and 23, 30, 26, 30, 25 and 25 in the 
non~rhis© sphere after 16, 30, 48, 60, 76 and 90 days respec-
tively* 
tamest al l the regaining fungi estfiiblted higher 
froflfueaey values in the rhisosphera than newwrhiaosphere. 
It Is evident from the f ig ,9 , table 8 (appendix) 
that the relative abundance of Jfaaariuitt spp. was 12.4, 14«6, 
13,6, 11*4, 11.6, and 10| of 1* JKlflnl 2.9, 2«9, 3.2, 2.9, 
2.6 and 2*4 in the rhiaosphere after IS, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 
90 days respectively. 
In the rhlsosphere lowest relative abundance was 
exhibited by £* lignorua after 15 days* fU AlfilflA «*<* £*. 
Mll^feica after 30 daysf Jk EttQffihUa and £* nullulflivn after 
45 days) flatMfeavkiftiift sp., A* gftQnftUfl and TU smllttlffflt 
after 60 days$ and foyadattdrum sp. after 75 and 90 days. 
In non-rhi so sphere the relative abundance of A* 
aatoBl was highest after IB and 60 daysf iU altflr and A,, 
fcarrgu^ after 30 daysi and A., JBarrjUJi after 48 days. The 
Figure 9» 
Relative atRHidane© of fungi in th© 
rhieosphere and non*rhieo9phore soil of okra 
at different intervals. 
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I CUMNINGHAMELLA VtRtlCILLATA 
2 MORTIERELLA ALPINA 
3 MUCOR SP 
4 NOWAKOWSKIELLA Sp 
3 RHIZOPUSfi NIGRICANS 
6 ASPERGILLUS CANDIDUS 
7 ASPERGILLUS CLAVATUS 
8 ASPERGILLUS FLAVUS 
9 ASPERGILLUS LUCHUENSIS 
10 ASPERGILLUS NIGER 
II ASPERGILLUS STOOWI 
12 ASPERGILLUS TCRREUS 
13 PENICILLIUM ALBIDUM 
14 PENICILLIUM CORYLOPHILUM 
15 PENICILLIUM OALEAE 
16 ALTERNARIA GEOPHILA 
17 ALTERNARIA HUMICOLA 
18 ALTERNARIA TENUIS 
19 CHAETOPHOMA SP 
20 CLADOSPORUM HERBARUM 
21 CURVXAIUA GEMCULATA 
22 CURVULARIA LUNATA 
23 CURVULARIA TUBERCULATA 
24 CURVULARIA UNCINATA 
25 FUSARIUM SPP 
26 GLIOCLADIUM PEN1CILLCHDES 
27 GLIOCLADIUM ROSEUM 
28 HELMMTKOSPORIUM NOOULOSUM 
29 HELMWTHOSPORIUM SP 
3C H0RMISC1UM SP 
31 HORMOOENDRUM SP 
32 PULLULARIA PULLULANS 
33 RHUOCTOWA SOLAIII 
34 SPICARIA SILVATICA 
33 TOCHOOERMA LIGNORUM 
lowest relative abundance In the non-rhizo sphere was 
exhibited by £U Alaina, ffattliwlta sp«, A.. smMM&t A*. 
ritanminiBt JB* nlgrt.f.<na and Muaax sp* after i s , 30* 45, eo, 
78 and 90 days respectively* 
The relative abundance of ^aftgii^ spp* was 
relatively low In the non-rhi30sphere. I t was 6,G, 8*7, 
8*0, 7*8, 8*3 and 8*8 after IS, 30, 4Sf 60, 76 «*d 00 days 
respectively* 
It i s <&«ar froas the fig* nana table io (appendix) 
that population of fungi in the rhlaosphere of okra was 
SS000, 122000, 196000, 177000, 144000 and 8160O after 16, 
SO, 4S, 00, 7S tmd 90 days respectively! whereas in the 
non*rhi so sphere It was 31000, 320C0, 36000, 34600, 33500 
and 34000 respectively for the corresponding periods* the 
BiS ratio was 1*7, 3*6, S*G, S*l, 4*3 and 2.4 after 18, 30, 
45, 60, 75 and 90 days respectively. 
It Is clear froa the fig*io* table 9 (appendix) 
that the soil harboured MflttCtorhYnflhUI sp* Efaplal&iBUB sp, 
IlilMtylenotmi sp* ik rrtnlformla, JU Incognita and saprosolo 
foros and their population in 250 »1. soil prior to transpian* 
tatlon was 210, 126, 95, 78, 63 and 830 respectively* 
Consequent to transplanting the seedlings of 
eggplant to infested soi l , the population of TyltnctortivaQhUM 
Figure 10* 
Population of nematodes in the rhi»o sphere 
and non-rhlEo sphere soil Of eggplant and okra 
at different Intervals, 
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sp. was 232, 31$, 416, 535, 565 and $18 In the rhi*o Sphere 
and 38, 30, so, 16, 10 and 0 in the non*rhisospheres of 
PflPlQlalmun sp* 230, aSS, 378, 42S, 495 and 465 in the 
rhiso sphere and 46, 38, SBf 18, 18 and 10 In the non-rhizos-
phere? of SallcotYlenchua tp« 110, 23Sf 318, 416, 428 and 
410 In the rhi«o sphere and 68, 46, 38, 30, 24 and 80 In the 
non.rhis»epherej of iW m&XsmX& 184, 201, 838, 278, 270 
and 048 in the rhl«o sphere and 46, 38, 30, 3 , 28 and 0 In 
the non*rhiaospheres of M* Incognita SO, 30, 78, 110, 138 
and 168 in the rblao sphere and 3£, IB, O, 0, 0 end 0 in the 
n©n»rhIaospfc<&re$ and of sapxossolo foaas. 440, 478, S36, 876, 
830 m& 630 In the rMaoapher© and 184, 218, 210, 178, 165 
and 198 In the non-rht so sphere after 18, 30, 48, 80, 75 and 
90 days respectively* 
1*he total poptilatlofi of nematodes m& 1198, 1881, 
1&81, 2336, 8880 and 2480 in the rhieosphere and 431, 371, 
820, 264, 23© and 228 in the non»rhi so sphere after 16, 30f 
48, 60, 78 and 90 days respeotively* thus the Hi 8 ratio 
(population of nematodes in rhl»©sphere/population of nets a** 
todes in non~rhi«>sphere) of nematodes was 2.7, 4»2, 6»1, 
8.8, 10#8 and l l # o respectively for the corresponding inter* 
vals. (Fig# 11, table 10 (appendix) ) , 
Prior to sowing the seeds to the infested soil , 
the population of Mmttfcffisteisteg sp. felftlfltinua sp,* 
58 
IfellCQtiYlfinchtta «»•t Ik Incognita and saprosolo forms vas 
185, SIS, 810, 65 anfl 19S respectively (^tg* 10, tafcle 9 
(appendix) )• 
Consequent to soving the seeds of okra to Infested 
eoil, the population of Mgnchoriiynohufi sp# me sio, 3so, 
398, 436, 410 and 315 in the raisesphere and 90, 40, 20, 15, 
10 and 0 in the rwm-jfiisosphero? of KoialQfoiftiua sp* 400, SRO, 
714# 678, BBS and 836 in the rhiisosphere and ISO, 60, 65, 80, 
15 and 18 in the non*rhi»osphere| of H^n <M»fctyienfthti« up, 31s, 
4SS, 760, 78Sf 63S and 878 In the rhlfospber© and ISO, 80, 
68, 30f 23 and IS in the non-rhi so sphere; of ^ incognifcB 
86, SO, 100, 135* 226, and 310 in the rhisospher© and 18, 10, 
0, 0, 0 and 0 in the non«wrhis©spheref and of saproaolc forme 
310, 360, 37S, 396, 416 and 430 in the rhiaosphere and 210, 
160, 140, 12S, 130 and 12Q %n the non-rhimsphere after 15, 
30, 4S, 60, 75 and 90 days respectively* 
the total population of nuaatodea was i860, 173S, 
2344, 8486, 887! and 2155 in the rhino sphere and 645, 330, 
880, 190, 180 and 180 in the non-rhirosphere after IS, 30, 
45, 60, 76 and 90 dayst Consequently the BiS ratio was 1*8, 
6»8, 8#3, 18,7, 1S#6 and 14,4 respectively for the correspon-
ding intervale, (Fig. 11 .& table 10 (appendix)). 
I t la , therefore, concluded that frequency of 
occurrence of fungi i»» higher in the rhi«o«phere than non» 
Plgur# 11. 
total population of fungi and nematodes in 
tbfc rhlso sphere and non-rhlsosphero aoll of 
oggplanfc and okraj and RtS patio of ftsngt 
and nematodes of eggplant and okra. 
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sfoi«08p»ere In lioth eggplant and ofc*&* The frequency ana 
relative etamaanee of paratitie fungi viz* £* fttaanwBfcftrtaiit 
Biaarfop gpfnand Jk flo^-t h-^ ve been reore In the rhi20sphere 
titan noii»*!ila&*pb«re« Si«llai»ly tfce population of both ftmgi 
ana nematoaea has been wieh ht$s#r in tn© *hi«o ©plser® thin 
In non-fnigespneye of both eggplant and ©topa. fhe population 
of fungi and nematodes in the xMaoaphere of eggplant reacbea 
i t s pmk after 60 ana ?5 days ,«b«reft8 that ©f okta after 4S 
ana 60 days respectively* 
HHI mSPHERE AND RHI20PLAHE MXCOFI0RA AHD 
HHISOSPHBRE »EMA?OBES OP VARIETIES OF 
CAULIFLOWER. SUSCBPHBIS AND RSSISTAHt 
*° taZOCTOTIA 80LAHI 
Qualitative and quantitative d iss imi lar i t ies in 
rhizosphere and rhlaoplane myeofiora of susceptible and 
resistant va r i e t i e s of the same plant species in relation 
to various root diseases have been recorded by several 
wsrkers (Reynolds, 1931? fimonin, 1941? Buxton, 1957$ Subba 
Rao and Bailey, 1961? Shrivastava and Saksena, 19685 and 
T i ^ r i and Mehrotra, 1968)* However, no attempt has so far 
been made to study the nematode population in the rhigo sphere 
of such variet ies* 
I t i s clear from the f ig. 12 » table n<appendix) 
that £*. v.p.rUcillfltat Jk nigrjflana» Smcephala-atrffiR XBaana-
jmaf tePOTfiUlttg Slmm* A* RIBST, A-. aaohail» JU ax&xL* 
IU laiifliifl, A*, iaiaicalai , Z*. cogylonhllmnt £* lrrgeularin, 
ilk MrMm&t £*. £mlmO&&» £* lanaia, Punnriwi epp. Baaidima 
sp« £«. XSMSmt £*. nuUttlffflfl and R^ m%^\ were isolated from 
the rhiso sphere of both resis tant and susceptible va r i e t i e s , 
af ter 30 days of transplantation. In addition to these fungi 
glrclnaia a l^ l sa , Wmx » P M AgptariLlltta cantilflua, A*. 
cliTOfrttn, EanlcUUun iasaolsusit MtiMtafflui a l t a and x* 
HfWrfflft were isolated only from the rhlgosphere of resis tant 
variety and Tffmgp.araQipPxa «p. A It e mart a iflnftU, ffatolrrtlttt~ 
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portffla noduloafum and E*. aaUvmn Pammel & a l . from the 
rhieo sphere of susceptible variety only. 
folder sp* and Lu aliaim were Isolated from the 
rhi«osphere of susceptible variety in addition to the above 
fungi, while H. noefalonum was isolated from the rhiaospher© 
of resistant variety after 60 days of transplantation* 
&fter 90 and lao days, SU j&aalfiXi A* Cfffltilflttg 
•flwafrffiqtoa ap*, fifiafltotiteftrya a&i&t lamia &11U. and i ^ 
album were also isolated from the rhisospher© of susceptible 
variety; and Altflmartfl tflnulfi, fflmefcophoma sp. En. MtiVffltt 
P.ftTflflfiM fifeflmonllifiat^afihybQirya a£xa and l a m i a a i m were 
also isolated from rhiao sphere of resistant variety* HfiOfiaa-
mospora sp* was isolated from the rhisoaohere of resistant 
variety only after 00 days* After 130 days in all 33 spp* 
and 31 spp* of fungi were Isolated from rhl so sphere of resis-
tant and susceptible varieties respectively* JW c3^vatusf 
£» iflOTRlCUB and £* llgnorwi were isolated only from the 
rhl so sphere of resistant variety* 
the freejueney of occurrence of H*. .aoJani in the 
rhieospher© of susceptible variety was 35, 80, 90 and 100 
after 30, 60, 90 and 120 days respectively; while i t was 15, 
40, 35 and 30 in the rhisospher© of resistant variety for 
the corresponding periods* Similarly the frequency of 
Figure 18» 
Frequeaey and relative abundance of fungi 
at different intervals in the rhiaosphere 
of variet ies! Snowball and Snowball e l i t e , 
of cauliflower susceptible and resistant 
reaps ctlvely to JU mlaai. 
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CMCINELLA SIMPLEX 
CUNNINGHAMELLA VERTICILLATA 
MUCOft Sp 
RHZOPUS NIGRICANS 
SYNCEPHALASTRUM RACEMOSUM 
ASPERGILLUS CANMDUS 
ASPERGILLUS CLAVATUS 
ASPERGILLUS FLAWS 
9 ASPERGILLUS NIGER 
10 ASPERGILLUS SACHARI 
11 ASPERGILLUS SYDOWI 
12 ASPERGILLUS TERREUS 
13 ASPERGILLUS VERSICOLOR 
14 PENICILLIUM CORYLOPHILUM 
15 PENX1LUUM JAVANICUM 
16 NEOCCSMOSPORA Sp 
17 ALTERNARIA TENUIS 
IS CEPHALKJPHORA IRREGULARIS 
19 CHAETOMIUM SR 
2 0 CLAOOSPOMUM HERBARUM 
21 CURVULARIA GENICULATA 
2 2 CURVULARIA LUNATA 
2 3 FUSARIUM SP* 
2 4 FUSJOtUM SP-
2 5 GLIOCLADIUM ROSEUM 
2 6 HELMINTHOSPORIUM NODULOSUM 
27 HELMINTHOSPORIUM SATIVUM 
28 PULLULARIA PULLULANS 
29 RH1Z0CT0NIA SOLAN) 
3 0 STYSANUS STEMONITES 
31 STACHYBOTRYS ATRA 
3 2 TORULA ALLII 
33 TMCHQOERMA ALBUM 
34 TRICHODERMA LIGNORUM 
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FuwftfiuiH spp. was 90t 100, 100 and 100 in the rhi«o sphere 
of susceptible variety and 40, 90, 100 and 95 in the rhluo-
sphere of resistant variety after 30, 60, 90 and 120 days 
respectively, 
the freouency of X* AilSfi!i,«» the other hand, was 
IS, 28, 30 and 35 in the rhigosphere of resistant variety 
and o, 10, 10, SO in the rhigosphere of susceptible variety 
after 30, 60, 90 and ISO days respectively. So was the 
case with JL, y4<*er and majority of the saprophytic fungi. 
I t i s interesting to note that 3U llanorum although present 
in the rhigosphere of resistant variety, was completely 
absent from the rhigosphere of susceptible variety* 
The relative abundance of Jk *jolan^ in the rhizos» 
phere of susceptible variety was 7*0, 7.S, 8.0 and 8.9 j 
whereas in the rhlsosphera of resistant variety i t was 1.3, 
1*7, 2.0, 2.4 after 30, 60, 90 and 120 days respectively. 
the relative abundance of guaarjum spp. also showed the 
similar trend. I t was 12.3, 15.0, 17.4 and 19»1 in the 
rhiaosphere of susceptible and S*4, 6.4, 6.0 and 7«4 in the 
rhiaosphere of resistant variety after 30, 60, 90 and 120 
days respectively. 
the relative abundance of X* alburn was 2.7, 3.8, 
3,6 and 3.3 in the rhigo sphere of resistant variety and 
€5 
0, 1*5, 0.8 and 1*0 in the rhiaosphere of susceptible 
variety* 
In a l l seventeen species of fungi belonging to 
12 genera were isolated from the rMzoplane of both the 
varieties* ik niUPlflajMb A* Hwm* A* nlger.t A*. £ftfXSUja» 
E* tocnlcma, TleocnanQSPQra sp* £*. Irrntmlnrlg, £*, Imu&a, 
FttaiartiMn SP* !«* ngflHtoa«tt» Ik mfcisap end j ^ jolanl were 
common to the rhissoplane of both the varieties* A*. $****& fl 
Qiaefropftflma sp*, end £* gsnlfitilaftft w?e isolated only from 
the rhiaoplane of the susceptible varletyf whereas X*. album 
end X*. licnorum from the rhlaoplane of the resistant variety 
(Pig* 13 § table 12 (appendix) >* 
The freoueney of j£* ffftlanl was 90, 95, 100 and 100 
in the rhissoplane of susceptible variety and 80f 86, 30 and 
35 in the rhlsoplane of resistant variety after 30, 60, 90 
and 120 days respectively? and of fi^rium sp. 100f 100, 100 
and IOC in the rhlsoplane of susceptible variety and 75, 80, 
85 and 70 in the rhlzoplane of resistant variety respectively 
for the corresponding periods* 
The frequency of A* ni££C was 30, 30, 3R and &«5 in 
the rhlsoplane of susceptible variety and 45, 85, 60 and 58 
in the rhiaoplane of resistant variety aftor 30, 60, 90 and 
120 days respectively* Most of the saprophytic forms showed 
similar trend* 
Flgura 13* 
Frequency and relative afeuadanca of fungi 
at different Intervals in the rM«oplaii€$ 
of varletiea f Snowball and Snowball e l i te 
of cauliflower susoeptlble and ra si at ant 
respectively to J|* £Ol2Ui« 
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the f regency of JU, Aibjffi was 369 40, S5 and ss$ 
and of la. llgnorum 45, 50, 60 and 68 In the rhizoplane of 
resistant variety respectively after the corresponding 
period* la. a l t o and X* llgnorfflft were completely absent 
froa the rhleoplane of susceptible variety. 
The relative abundance of Jk .aalwnl was 17* S, 19*1, 
19*4 and go.6 in the rhisoplan© of susceptible variety and 
1.4, 1*7, 2*5 and 3*4 in the rhissoplane of resistant variety 
after SO, 60, 90 and 120 days respectivelyi and of Fqgarlum 
ap. 24*4, 24*0, 22*8 and 29*3 in the rhi2oplane of suceep-
tiblo variety and 1S»2, 13*1, 8*9 and 11*7 in the rhisoplane 
of resistant variety for the corresponding periods respective-
ly* 
The relative abundance of JL, niger after 30, 60, 
90 and ISO day* was 6*8, 3*8, 3*4 and 4,8 in the rhizoplane 
of susceptible variety and 9*6, 8.7, 7*6 and 8*0 in the 
rhigoplane of resistant variety respectively. 
The relative abundance of £*. album was 4*1, 5.8, 
6,3 and 5.5* and of X*. li^noru^ 8*4, 11*1, 11*2 and 10.4 in 
the rhiaoplane of resistant variety after 30, 60, 90 and 
120 days respectively* 
The relative abundance of other saprophytic fungi 
was relatively wore in the rhiaoplane of resistant than 
susceptible variety* 
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Prior to transplanting,the population of Xsftfinsflaa* 
rlUBicSma toislaaat tololfllma ep», flellcpfcylflnolias sp#, 
?yi,nnnhun sp*, ItotYlftno.hulua xaalfamlfi, larvae of Ik Ixmzr 
n^tg and saprossole forms was 600, 2St 18, 12, 10, 12 end 
250 respectively In 250 nl« of 0Oll# When the susceptible 
variety of cauliflower was transplanted* the population of 
X*. byasqic^a, increased to 1S00, 4095, 6165 and 7225 In the 
rhl«o8phere after 30, 60, 90 and 120 days respectively. I t s 
population In the rhiaosphere of resistant variety, on the 
other hand, was 980, 1650, 3060 and 468$ respectively for 
the corresponding pertods,<Fig. 14 & table 13 (appendix) ). 
The population of falPlalfflUj3 sp* was 4$, 65, 112, 
and 115 in the rhizosphere of suwceptlble variety after 30, 
60, 90 and 120 days respectively! and 40, 65, 86 and 95 in 
the rhisoophere of resletaBfc variety respectively for the 
corresponding periods. (Fig. 14 & table 13 (appendix) ). 
The population of ^eUCQtYlQnchUS sp* was 35, 75, 
95 and 105 in the rhlzosphere of susceptible variety and 30, 
46, 60 and 65 in the rhieosphere of resistant variety after 
30, SO, 90 and 120 days respectively#(Fig. 14 & table l3(appO ). 
the population of Tvlanahua sp# was 25, 45, 48 and 
60; and of Jk, XfiaHttBaia 15, 25, 30 and 35 in the rhizo sphere 
of susceptible variety after 30, 60, 90 and 180 days re spec-
Figure 14 • 
Population of nematodes at different 
intervals in ta« rhleoaphere of varletiesf 
Snowball and Snowball e l i te , susceptible 
and resistant respectively to JS* «*>tawi. 
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tively* On the other hand, the population of Tfyiancima sp* 
vas 85, 35, 38 and 35| and of JU r,<*nifovmiw 10, 2S, 45 and 
45 In the rhizo sphere of resistant variety for the correspon-
ding periods. (Fig. 14 & table 13 (appendix))* 
The population of fi* too.ftlUSa was 36, 45 and 70 
in the rhisosphere of susceptible variety after 30, 60, and 90 
days respectively and 25 and 30 in the rhisosphere of resis-
tant variety after 30 and 80 days respectively* It subse-
quent intervals i t could not be isolated* 
I t i s evident from the foregoing that the frequency 
more 
of occurrence and relative abundance of parasitic fungi were/ 
in the rhi go sphere and rhizoplane of susceptible variety than 
the resistant variety* Contrariwise, the frequency of occur-
rence and relative abundance of saprophytic fungi were tnore 
In the rrdgo sphere and rblgoplane of resistant variety than 
susceptible variety* faHftofaaa ligftQIHffl and £*, aLfcaa were 
isolated only from the rhi«oplane of resistant variety* "£he 
susceptible variety also supported the larger population of 
nematodes than the resistant variety* 
INTERACTION OF RHiaOCTONIA SOLANt 
AND TYLESCHORHYNCHUS BRASSXCAB IK 
PRB.®IEROEfJCE DAMPING-OFF OF 
CAULIFLOWER SEEDLINGS 
The l i t e ra tu re review concerning the interaction 
of nematodes and soi l borne fungi i s given on pages ®» 10 
and 11* 
I t i s clear from the table 1 that inoculation 
of cauliflower seedlings In pots with three different levels 
of inoculum of X*. braasioaa vi«* 1000, 8000, 6000 caused 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant reduction in the fresh weight of 
the plant s. The number of nematodes recovered af ter 75 days 
of inoculation was 832,% 7076 and 13650 from the pots with 
corresponding levels of inoculum* This c lear ly indicates 
that X* bfftflfliflain multiplied eff ic ient ly on cauliflower and 
brought about reduction in the growth of the plant . 
I t i s evident from the table 2 > fig* 15 that 
inoculation of soi l with 1000, 2000 and 5000 specimens of 
LL brftflflieqffi per kg* of soil* the percentage emergence of 
cauliflower seedlings was 80f 79 and 76*8 respectively as 
compared to uninoculated where i t was 83 percent* 
When the soi l was Inoculated with 0y 1, 2 and 5 g. 
of mycelium of j k eal**4 P e r &g*» the percentage emergence of 
seedlings was 83, 550,G, 33*8 and 18*5 respectively* 
Table 1* Effect of aiffer«it levels of 
inoculum of X* tomatol* oa the 
growth of eatiliflower. 
. 5 _ 
Level of * Steals weight ( Fical 
Inoeu&ss ) of the plaat/g») Population, 
I I ( I li.n i n i l i 11 mm i win ii I I I m i i i \ mi .mi i n . i i **m**— I'MHiU'i II" I 
0 68*15 *• 
1000 42*4 5S2S 
2000 33.8 767S 
5000 24*6 13SS0 
t#*S*13* 8t 
S# level • 1*03 * 
M4»MftNMMMH«t 
Each value is en average of three 
replicates* 
Figure 1EU 
Effect of ttvee tnocultaa levels, eaoli of 
MM jaaZant qnd X*. ferafislaafl separately ana 
lit combinations on the emergence of cauliflower 
seedlings* 
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Table 2
 # Effect of different inoculusi levels of 
l i , mlmi an* £*, t?rassiQ^g on the emergence 
of cauliflower seedlings ^ e n inoculated 
eeparately and in combination* 
Percentage ©mergence of seedling© 
Inoculum levels of £* i 
Inoculum levels;,,, fiQlani/Kg. ..of.-aoll., ,, I %S,C. 
of I*, laaajsiaaaJ o ) 1 g. ) 2 g. ) 5 g. 9 8P ievei« 
at 
to ftl iiollt J ( „, , .„..,.< i i 
0 83*0 S0.6 33.8 18.S 2.2 
1000 80.0 33.9 17.3 8.3 6.9 
2000 79.0 83.S 12.2 6.6 2.2 
(3000 76.8 14.8 9.3 3.2 l .S 
L.S.D. at S# 
level . — 0.43 1,08 0*42 — 
•NMWMMaMwrtNtiMM* 
Each value i s an average of three 
repl icates . 
/5 
the reduction in emergence of seedlings in different 
inoculum levels of 1* joJUnJUwas s ta t is t ica l ly significant* 
The percentage emergence of seedlings was 50.6, 
33»9, 23.6 and 14*8 when the seeds were sown In soil containing 
lg» of jjU -ffP^ fln^  and 0, 1000* 2000 and 6000 specimens of JU. 
frra«?ff ft**** respeetivelyi 33.8, 17.3, 12»2 and 9.3 with 2g. of 
Jk-SOlsal? and 18, S, 8.3, 6,6 and 3*2 with Sg, of MM, -SOlnni 
respectively with the corresponding inoculum levels of ZM. 
The reduction brought about by combined action of 
different Inoculum levels of MM. mlaai and £•. br^anlcao in 
a l l the combinations tried was s ta t is t ical ly significant. 
I t i s , therefore, abundantly clear that JU pol^nl 
has caused severe daraping-off of seedlings of cauliflower 
and this Is proportional to the level of inoculum used. JU» 
brassicae, on the other hand, has failed to cause damping-off 
even when the soil was inoculated with 6000 specimens* The 
combined effect of JU i??-f"* and X*. foy*flgiQ*ft has been much 
more drastic as with 6g. of MM. sol*^ and 5000 specimens of 
1M. fag&qftioftg* only 3*2 percent seedlings could emerge* 
EFFECT OF OltCHKB HmmmWtB Off TIE 
FOPBMTXOff OF TOGX AM) H^&TOIES IK 
THE HBIZOSPHEHE OF EGGFUHT kW OKRA 
The literature pertaining to the effect of organic 
amendments on the rhizo sphere fungi i s given on page 11 and 
12. The organic amendments either bring about an Increase 
in the population of rhlsosphere mycoflora (Davsyand Fapavi-
«asf 1989| 1960| Fapavisaet 1963)| or rbizosphere population 
does not respond much to soil amendments (Katanelson j& a l . 
194&I Voroshilova, 3066t and Loehheadf 1959)# 
Similarly pertinent literature pertaining to effeot 
of organic amendments on nematode population has bo en given 
on pages IS and 13* It i s held that suppression in nematode 
population i s either brought about by stimulation of netaa* 
tode trapping fungi and other predators or due to a change 
in the physiology of plants resulting in greater resistance 
or organic amendments have nematleidal effeet (Oostenbrinkf 
I960). 
t t i s evident from tables 14 and 15 (appendix) that 
the addition of different organic amendments did not affect 
the myeoflora Qualitatively, £* vflrUftlUatftt £U aXailia» 
Kucar i p . t &» nlcrlnaniw &, oxzsaa, Anatrglllua candldmit 
A* fl2.«tatuj» A* Hama» A* tmnlfftftttait A*, nijuuet A*. oohrflrifi-
tm+ A* auliihurwat A*. Aatfauit A* fcexretts* A*, ysriicolor, 
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tmi®illtw& QQXVlVQhXlmt <£*. 4alaaa» P.ortlclllluffl s»*t 
ft.lSflra«la findLflttftttt A*. gftonhlla, JU. httnlralat A* ieauia, 
qfmhraiopharfl lrrfteularlo, toflAariianft *»•# fift&tftoftrlcftutt 
fttmmcntarlurat J&UBQ&&£&& £aalcuiaka.» £*, J&&1&&* £*. luuaia* 
DlngagCTQrmia S P M F^sartw spp, t flltoolafliUBi x&nsusit llalain-
l^tipeyiiim nfflflttlftmigt ffraflflhidUM sp» t fihlwttgftgnla jola&l» 
Mfflailft jUxifttaa, Iiflfltariam nlkum ana x*. aifnowm were 
isolated from the rhi«© sphere of eggplante treated with 
ammonium sulphate, neem cake, mahua eake# groundnut cake, 
castor cake and untreated plants, 
the frequency of &. rtgmejrftftrtWI was 45, 80, 100, 
85 m& 66 after 30, 48, 60| 75 and 90 days respectively In 
the rhlzosphere of plants without manure* 7&t 100, 100, 
100 and 100 in ammonium sulphate* 25, 25, 35, 4S and 40 1B 
neem cakei 15, 10, SO, 26 and 30 In tsahua cakei 20, 30, 35, 
30 sad 40 In groundnut eskej and 25, 25, 40f 48 and 30 In 
castor cake respectively for the corresponding periods. 
The frequency of Emnrtma spp. was sof 100, 10©, 
100, 100 and 100 after IS, 30, 4S, 60* 75 and 90 days 
respectively in the rhi&o sphere of plants without manure $ 
100, 100, 100, 100, 100 and 100 in ammonium sulphatef 25, 
30, 35, 38, 35 and 40 in neem cake* 10, 15, 20, 18, 20 and 
30 in mahua cakei 35, 30, 30, 30, 25 and 25 In groundnut 
/ • # 
Figure 16* 
Bffeet of ammonium sulphate ana olleake; 
amendment a on the frequency of some of the 
fungi in the rhlzosphere of eggplant. 
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cafcef and 30, 28, 28, 20, SO and SO in castor cake respec-
tively for the corresponding periods* 
The frequency of Jk ft»foni vas 2S, 30, 3S, 60, 48 
and 30 after 15, 30, 45, 60, 76 and 90 days respectively in 
the rhissosphere of plants without manure* 45, 6% 60, 80, 
78 and SB in mmnlxm sulphate* IB, IS, 20, 25, 30 and 30 
In neem eak©$ 10, 10, 10, 15, 20 and 15 in mahua cake* 20, 
20, 20, 30, 20 and 20 In groundnut caket and IS, 20, 25, 85, 
18 and IS in castor cake respectively for the corresponding 
periods* 
Similar trend was observed for A* £fi&Ul&t 2U BfitfJi-
2&sm an* £*. F.cnlcuiUUt 
?h© freoueney of X* i^gnoyom was 10, 25, 30, 26 
and 20 after 30, 46, 60, 76 and 90 days respectively in the 
rhissosphere of plants not receiving any manuref 28, 40, 40, 
35 and 35 in ammonium sulphatef 30, 48, 35, 38 and 45 in 
neem cakef 8, 18, 28, 30 and 40 in »ahua cake? 85, 85, 88, 
40 and 70 in groundnut cakej and 60, 60, GBf 48 and 68 in 
castor cake respectively for the corresponding intervals* 
The frequency of most of the AspergillA and other 
saprophytic forma increased in all the treatments except 
raahua cake* 
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Relative abundance of JU afeHMffintartlffl *as 2,7, 
3*8, 6#3, 7,0 and 6*8 af ter 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 days 
respectively in th© rhlao sphere of eggplant without manure? 
3*6, 8*8, 6.8, 7,3 and 7*4 in asBRonium sulphate? 1*4, 4*1, 
3#0t 2*6 and 3*0 in lieem cake; 1*1, 3*2, 2*4, 3*4 end 3*8 
in mahua eafce$ l»8 f 2 .8 , 3.0, 2*8 and 3#2 in groundnut cake? 
and 2*0, 3*6, 3*2, 2*3 and 3+4 in castor ea!«e respectively 
for th© corresponding periods* 
the re la t ive abundance of Fnaariaffl ©pp. was 15*4, 
1S*2, 14*3, 11»9» 11*8 and 11#8 in th© rhisospher© of plants 
tAthout manure af ter 189 30f 45, 60, 75 and 90 days respec-
tively? 15.5, 14*4, 15*2, 13*6, 11*5 and 11*1 in aramonium 
sulphate? 8*3, 7*1, 5 .1 , 3*9, 4.0 and 3.9 In no era cake? 8*2, 
10*9, 9.6, 4.6, 3*8 and 3*1 in mahua cake? 12*2, 9*0, 5*5, 
5*2, 4*6 and 3*6 in groundnut cake* and 9*7, 10*3, 3*5, 4*3, 
3*9 and 3*1 in castor cake respectively for th© corresponding 
periods* 
fhe relat ive abundance of JU. jacJLaat was 5*8, 6 .5 , 
5*9, 6.5, 7*0, and 5*6 in the rhiaosphere of plants without 
manure af ter IS, 30, 46, 60, 75 and 90 day* respectively! 
11*6, 7*2, 7*4, 7*2, 7*3 and 6.4 in ammonium sulphate? 2*2, 
2*1, 2*7, 3*9, 3*3 and 2*7 in neem cake? 2,7, 1*8, 2*9, 4*6, 
4*5 and 2«$ in mahua cake? 3*4, 2*5, 2*2, 3*7, 3*5 and 2*3 
in groundnut cake? and 3*1, 2*7, 1.7, 4*0, 3*9 and 3*1 in 
Figure 17* 
Bffeot of awiKmiuiB sulphate and oiloake amend* 
ments on the relative abundance of some of 
the fungi in the rhisoaphere of eggplant. 
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castor oak* respectively for the corresponding periods* 
the relative abundance of £* t^^nyti^ y&& i#9§ g#3» 
g.6, 3*7 and 2*7 after 30f 45f 60t 75 and 90 days respective-
ly in the rhlsosphere of plants *&thout manure* 2»8, 3.0* 2*7f 
3*7 and 2.8 in ammonium sulphate* 3*5, 4#7f 4#3f 6*3 and 3*9 
in neest caket 4*4* 3*8* 4*9* 4*9 and 3*1 in mahua cake; 4»St 
4*0* 2#6t 4*9 and 2*0 in groundnut caket end 5*2f 3*5$ 4*71 
4*9 and 3*1 in castor cake respectively for the corresponding 
periods* 
In the rMzoarchore of plants without taanur© and 
plants treated with sraiaonium sulphate* the relative abundance 
of Pmmrittft spp* had feesn high at ai l the intervals* 
Lowest relative abundance waa encountered for M* 
alaina after i s days; A* peophUa, ghaatcnhoaft ep*f £•. infllcti 
and 2JU xa&em after 30 days$ PlnornQflporlum sp. after 40 days; 
&». flUnUflfi after 60 days? JU gfifflhUit after 75 days? and 
$U MUUSm. after 90 days in the rhlsosphere of plants without 
any aanurlal treatment* 
In aansonlum sulphate treatment* the lowest relative 
abundance was of A*, fosnlflulfltfl^ £*, gflniculata and £*. Imabn 
after IS days* &te8X ap* after 30 days* njnyiQapQrtum sp*» 
&> mmm and £*. ftilYntXftH after 4ft days, £* ImguUlftfi 
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after 60 daysf Jk 2XMW and Mmthflflttttt sp« after 78 days? 
end f^flHfttoHltott SP» after 90 4ays. 
In neem cake treataentf the relative abundance of 
Anpftratltttl JEaaoid bad remained out highest after IS days; 
Jk tiJUX after 30, 45f 70 and 90 days* and ^ Sgrmifi only 
after 60 days* lowest relative abundance had been exhibited 
fey Jk tascicttlaSa and JU. touLs after 15 days; QucvuiUrlfl 
imllaa and ik xsjBfiita after 30 dayai Jk jaaaiaa after 4Sf 75 
and 90 days? and feathftfiliffl sp# after 60 days* 
In mahua cake treatment, the relative abundance of 
Jk JUatoal, was highest after 15 and 7S days? J* atfi&e after 
18, 30 and 90 days* foa^^ spp» after only 45 days? and 
X* fr|ffHtt*»wl only after 60 days* the relative abundance of 
Ik alaina, ik cgnltrulfita and £* mnrrta was lowest after 15 
days; Jk infiisa. after 30 days* ik teftigulftfra, Jk £»*»bU&» 
A* lfisml£tCh^ttUffi2»2M m>*9 i k lanaia, £* rtlYJiUfta after 45 
daye; fflTOthfiOlBffl sp. after 60 dayst £* JyaonJUt ik l3fta&a» 
toafthflttflai •». m& Jk jaUvatlaa after 75 days; and SU mxr 
UfllUfttai ik £$2ftUt ana ffyroftftfgttHn SP* after 90 days. 
Xn groundnut cake treatment, the relative abundance 
of Ffrwarfos, app. vaa highest after 15 and 60 days; A*. "Iff** 
after 30* 45 and 90 days and jk .ffiB&PJfl after 75 days* lowest 
relative abundance was that of Jk AX&lOft after 15 days; ik 
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gfiUlCHlata and (^ isMm after 30 (lays; E«wil<!fl}|ftm ap#s 
A*. fascisms *Rd ^ luaata after 4$ days* £*, uaafca ana 
&** msmm after 60 days? ffli?ypifraeliffi »p# aftar 75 days* and 
Am ifiQUla and *tofrMtt&» sp» after 00 days. 
In ©after eake treatment* relative abundanee of 
J* jaMaUt was highest after 123, 45 and 78 days? jfoaflffim SPP* 
after 30 daye$ JU» ^w**«^ fHf after SO days* and £* uilSK after 
90 daya» 
Lowst relative abundance vac exhibited by Cj, luaaiia 
after i s dayaf $* J&SSm after 30 days* A*, hwilssAa, MMmm* 
m,Am §P* a»d £* mafim after 45 dayaf JU &sas&a after 60 
days* «§*» ailvatlca after 7S dayaf and HTOtllftttlflB sp* a**©* 
©0 days» 
The population in the rhi*o sphere of plant a without 
manorial treatment uas 8J50QO, 14S000, S46000, 318000,' 23S000, 
123000 after 15, SO, 43, 60, 75 end 90 day* respectively* In 
awaonl«ffl sulphate treatwent 94000, 203000, 318000, 38S000, 
31-1000, 215000? in neesi oake treatment, 78000, 168000, 246000, 
318000, 248000 and 174O00f In mafcaa eafce fcraafcroant 55000, 
108000t 185000f 163000, 118000, and 93000$ In groundnut cake 
traafcaent 86000, 179000, 263000, 330000, 27B000 and 19S000* 
and in oaator cake treatment 90000, 1SS000, 283000, 348000, 
285000 and 205000 for tha corresponding perioda# (Fig. 18 & 
table 18 (appendix)). 
Figure 18» 
Effect of ammonium sulphate and oilea&e 
amendments on the population of fungi in the 
rhiBOsphere of eggplant. 
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I t i s clear from the above that highest increase 
in population of fungi in the rhiao sphere was attained after 
30 days in all the treatments except oahua cake. In the 
latter i t reached i t s peak only after 45 days* 
fhe freeueney* relative abundance and population 
of fungi in the rhi«osphere of okra treated with different 
oilcakes and ammonium sulphate are given in the figures 19, 
20 and 21
 f and tables 16 , 17 and is (appendix) )» 
H perusal of the tables 14
 f 15 , 18 and 16 t 17 » 18 » 
(appendix) shows that the effect of ammonium sulphate and 
oilcake amendments on the frecueftcyf relative abundance 
and population of fungi in the rhiao sphere of okra has been 
the sane as in eggplant* 
From the foregoing, i t i s evident that ammonium 
sulphate brought about an Increase in the frequency and 
relative abundance of Eknarlun spp*t Jk jalaol an<* £* atxa-
raentarlum in the rhlsosphere while oilcakes suppressed 
Fmmrlun apt;., JU jolanl* SU a r^anfintirlum and species of 
ntaraarli, HtlffllnthQBPorlum and curvulnrla* On the other 
hand* the oilcake amendment* increased the frequency and 
relative abundance of I*. f^nflTuwi and other saprophytic fungi 
in the rhlso sphere of both plants. 
It i s , thereforet concluded that response of fungal 
population in the rhieosphere of both eggplant and okra to 
Figure 19, 
Effect of azsaoniua sulphate end oilcake 
an on amen t s on the frequenoy of some of the 
fungi in the rhleosphere of okra. 
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Figure 80# 
Effect of ammonium sulphate and olleaks 
amif«aiaatt%8 on till© relative abwidaneo of aoae 
of fcbo fungi In the rhlzoaphara ofokra* 
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Figure SX# 
Effect of ammonium aulphate and oilcake 
amendments on the population of fungi In the 
rhlao sphere of ofcrat 
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30 
asnaoniua sulphate* nee»f castor and groundnut cake amendments 
nave been favourable* Their application has resulted in an 
increase In ttie total population of fungi. The oilcakes by 
and large have suppressed the frequency and relative abun-
dance of parasitic forms* Mahua cake Is an exception as i t 
has adversely affected the rhino sphere population of both 
parasitic and saprophytic species* 
It i s clear from fig.22 table 19 (appendix) that 
280 ml* of soil in which eggplants were groan contained 178 
specimens of MfiftfiMrtofifrttfi *!>•! *3§ of *tonlQlfllmU£ sp*f 
l i s of flfllicQtylencimn «PM SS of 1* mtX&aiXMi 60 of &* 
J&fi&gjjlfca? and 388 of saprotsoie feias* However, after IS 
days of transplantation the population of ?7lenohprhYnQhiifi 
op* was 230, 82, 60, 100, 60 and 228 in the rhizosphere of 
plants treated with aasxmlum sulphate, neem cake, raahua cake, 
groundnut cake, castor cake miA untreated respectively? 
after 30 days 330, 88, 110, 815, 130 and 8781 after 48 days, 
825, 95, 98, 128, 138 and 4361 after 60 days, 880, 110, 108, 
138, 188 and 868? after 78 days, 610, 118, IOC, 130, 128 and 
878t and after 90 days 878, 110, 95, 110, 108 and 848 in the 
respective treatments* 
The reduction in the population of ffylenCtalftYftQhtta 
sp* in different oilcakes treated soil was statistically 
significant at all the intervals* However, in ammonium 
91 
sulphate treated mil there was statistically significant 
Increase In the population at all the mtatvals except 18 
and 60 days. 
She population of Bcmfolatoaa sp. me 185, 62, 60, 
78, 30 and iso after 10 days in the rhiaosphere of plants 
treated with ammonium sulphate, neem cake, mahua cake, ground-
nut cake, eastor cake and untreated respectively! 230, 68, 
68, 88, SO and 178 after 30 daysf 270, 78, 7St 88, 65 and 
276 after 48 days? 418f 85t 80f 98, 78 and 338 after 60 days* 
418, 96, 88, 98, 78 and 614 after 7S daysf and 425, 7Bf 85, 
98, 78 and 380 after 90 daya in the respective ' treatment 
the decrease in the population of ffa,Blftlai,iBU,fl sp* 
in oilcake treatments was statistically significant at all 
the intervals* so was the increase in ammonium sulphate 
treatment after 30, 80 and 90 days* 
the population of StllQatvlencriUS sp. was 205, 39, 
20, 88, 30 and 178 after 18 days* in the rhlsosphere of 
plants treated with ammonlma sulphate, neem cake, mahua cake, 
groundnut cake, castor cake and untreated plants respectively! 
288, 39, 38, 38, 100 and 80S after 30 days! 320, 45, 44, 48, 
118 and 310 after 48 daysf 440, 65, 48, SB, 128 and 428 
after 60 days} 610, 78, 60, So, 138, and 817 after 78 days? 
and 828, 60, 68, 48, 110 and 488 after 90 days respectively 
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In the oorrecponding treatments* 
of 
The reduction in the r**pA &titm /jffcfltftafciftenafflia sp. 
In oilcake treatments vas statistically significant at all 
the intervals* On the other hand, in ammonium sulphate 
treated soil , there vas significant increase In population 
aftar IS, 30 and 90 days* 
The population of &. **p% fo*i»* a, was 130. 78, 40, 
78, 78 and 128 after 18 days in the rhisosphore of plants 
treated with ammonium sulphate, neea cake, nanus cake, ground-
nut eake, oast or cake and untreated plants respectively; 145, 
80, 88, 68, 88 and 148 after 30 days* 818, 98, 82* 68t 86 
and SOS after 48 days* 210, 110, 98, 78, 110 and alS after 80 
days* 318, 108, 100, 88, 110 and 310 after 78 days* and 428, 
110, 10S| 78, 90 and S88 after 90 days respeetively in the 
corresponding treatments* 
?he reduction in the population of Jk rjanlfonala 
in oilcake treated soils vas statistically significant at 
all the intervals* Ammonium sulphate though increased the 
population after 18, 48, 78 and 90 days hut i t vas not sta-
tistioally significant except after 90 days* 
The population of larvae of Ik Incognita vas 40, 
18, 10, 18, 28 and 30 after IS days in the rhiso sphere of 
plants treated with ammonium sulphate, neem cake, nahua cake, 
93 
groundnut cake, castor cake and untreated respectively* 105, 
25, 15, 20, 25 and 102 after 30 days* l25f 2S, 0, 25, 35 and 
116 after 48 days? 116, 0f Of 3Sf 48 and 110 after 60 dayst 
18Sf Of Ot Ot 0 and 13S after 78 daysf and 178 f % Ot Ot 0 
and 138 after SO days respectively In the corresponding 
treatments. 
the reduction In larval papulation of Ik ^oQenifcp 
was statistically significant in all the ollaaka amendments 
except In castor eafee treatment after IS days* Increase In 
population due to ammonium sulphate treatment was statisti-
cally significant only after 78 and 90 days* 
?he total population of atylet-bearing nematodes 
was 760| 238f 190f 300t 220 and 706 after 15 daye In rhieo-
sphere of plants treated vith amnonium sulphate, neem cake, 
taahua cake, groundnut cake, castor cake and untreated plants 
respectively* I048t 294f 290t 290, 390 and 902 after 30 days* 
1488, 33Sf 298, 348, 438 and 1340 after 45 days; 1730, 370, 
329, 398, 485 and 1700 after 60 days? 2008, 390, 345, 360, 
446 and 1953 after 75 days; and 2128, 358, 340, 328, 380 and 
1830 after 90 days respectively in the corresponding treat* 
neat•«(Fig. 24). 
the suppression of stylet-bearing nematodes in the 
rhljBOsphere was statistically significant at all the Intervals 
in oilcake amendments* On the ot^er hand* the increase due 
Figure 22* 
Effect; &t ammonium sulphate ®n<3 oilcake 
amendments on the population of nematodes In 
the rhi20sphere of eggplant* 
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to asaaaiilwm sulphate was statistically significant at al l the 
intervals except after 60 daya* 
teongst the oilcakes, the highest reduction In the 
total population of etylet-be&ring nematodes was brought about 
by raahua cake, followed by castor, neem and groundnut calces 
after in flays, the differences between the treatneat 
statistically significant except between neera and castor cakes. 
After 30 days, the redaction was higher la wanna and groundnut 
cakes followed by neea and castor cakes* fhe differences bet* 
ween neera, taahua and groundnut cakes were not significant* 
B&wever, the differences between castor cake and regaining 
remaining oilcakes vera significant, after 48 and 60 days, the 
reduction -was higher In aatraa cake followed by neea, groundnut 
and castor cakes, the difference between neem and groundnut was 
not significant* However, the differences between neem and 
groundnut cakes, on one band, and ttahoa cake and castor cake on 
the other, were significant after 48 days* fhe difference in 
between mahua and castor cakes was also significant. The diffe-
rences between mahua, neem and groundnut cakes were not signifi-
cant after 60 days* However, the differences between castor 
cake and remaining oilcakes were significant* 
After 7$ days, the reduction was highest in mahua cake 
followed by groundnut, neea and castor cakes and after 90 days 
in groundnut followed by aahua, nee* and castor cakes. ?h* 
96 
differences between mahua and groundnut oa&es after 76 days? 
between nee® and »ahua cekea; and between mahua and groundnut 
cakes alter 90 days vere not significant. 
The differences between the remaining oilaake 
treatments *©ref however, significant. 
The population of saprosole forms -was 612, 800, 
SlSf 810, 996 and 470 after IS days in the raisesphere of 
plants treated with afasionlum sulphate, aeem cake, mahua cake, 
groundnut cake, castor cake and untreated respectively? 565, 
918, 626, 1016, 103S and 495 after 30 days* 61S, 726, 436, 
916, 976 and 816 after 46 days? 615, 678, 60S, 87S, 810 and 
630 after 60 days* 625, 636, 630, 675 and 610 after 76 days? 
627, 610, 615, 815f 710 and 676 after 90 days respectively 
in the corresponding treatment*• (Fig. 24). 
It i t elear from fig* 23 1 table 19 (appendix) that 
250 ml. of soil in vhich ©kra was grown contained 210 sped-
mens Of yy1«nfthfl*h»n<rttti« ap#, 196 of fJQplQlftimUSnap*, S30 of 
Mlffifttttilfmfltma *p#t ?S of jk incamitti an* 225 of aaprosoie 
forns* After 16 days of germination of seeds, the population 
of Mfflflhttlfftvnfttatt sp. use 876, 60, 40, 100, 66 and 246 in 
rhisosphere soil of ©kra plants treated with ammonium sulphate, 
neea oaks, nahua cake, groundnut oaks, castor oaks and untre-
ated respectively* after 30 days 376, 85, 35, 128, 86 and 
?7 
S@S| after 46 days 478, 1X2, 0» 210, $3 and 41% after 60 
days 615, IIS, Of 218, 110 a»a 470f after 75 days 630, 110, 
Ot 203, 105 and S3Sf and after 90 days S85, 10Sf 0, 17S, m 
and Sis In the respective treatments* 
the eduction In the population of fs^nfthorhyiiatma 
sp* in different oilcake treated toil was statistically eig«* 
nifleant at all the intervals? so v&& the increase i» ammo-
nium sulphate eseept after SO days# 
?h© population of telalfiJIM sp+ wss 2S0, 38, 8Sf 
75, 178 and 285 after IB days in the rhliso sphere of plants 
treated with aatoonittta sulphate, neera cake, ©shua cake, ground-
nut cake, castor cake and untreated respectively* 506, 68, 125 
I20f 188 and 370 after 30 days* 720, 215, 110, 135, 215 and 
66S after 45 days* 82S, 223, IIS, 1S5, 210 and 735 after 60 
daysj 816, 215, l l o f 110, WS and 710 after 7B days and aiO, 
210, 75, 108, 116 and 625 alter 00 days respectively in the 
corresponding treatments, 
The reduction In the population of ffi^iQiqiwn? «p# 
as veil,due to oilcake amendments was statistically signifi-
cant at all the intervals and increase due to ammonium sul-
phate treatment was also statistically significant except 
after 18 days* 
Fhe population of fteUftotYlfintflUa sp# vas 428, 40, 
08 
60, 80, 44 ead 340 after IS days in the rhiBOsphere of 
planta treated with ammoniua sulphate, neem oake, atahua 
cake, groundnut cake, castor eake and untreated respectively? 
873, 78, 86, 6Sf 48 and 406 after SO days* 088, 80, 100, 88, 
88 and 610 al tar 49 days* 918, 110f 118, 80, 00 and 836 
after 60 daysf 788, 11*3, 88, 78, 48 and 778 after 78 days? 
and 71Sf loo, 88, 78, 88 and 710 after 90 days respectively 
in the corresponding treatments* 
the react ion In the population of ifaiiflofeviMiaima 
ap» due to oilcake anendaents wis s ta t i s t ica l ly significant 
at a l l the intervale* Increase in the population! however, 
due to ammonium sulphate treatment was significant s t a t i s -
t ical ly only after 16, 30, 48 an©" 60 days* 
The population of larvae of &, taro.gnlta vaa 18, 
IS, 10, 38, 18 and 30 after 18 days in the rhlaosphare of 
plants treated with ammonium sulphate, neen eake, mahua cake, 
groundnut cake, castor eake and untreated respectively! 118, 
81, 0, 40, 23 and 80 after 30 daysf 128, 32, 28, 68, 48 and 
120 after 48 daysf 188, 88, 18, 8Bf 42 and 145 after 60 day«| 
318, 68, 0, IS, 0 and 240 after 78 days! and 310, 58, 0, 76, 
68 and 316 after 90 days respectively in the corresponding 
treataenta. 
the reduction in the larval population of H* iAfi&fr* 
nifca due to oilcake attendnenta was s ta t i s t ica l ly significant 
Figure 23* 
Effect of ammonium sulphate m& oilcake 
amendments on the population of nematodes in 
the rhizo sphere of okra. 
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at all the intervals except in groundnut cak« after IS day*. 
An increase in the population in armnonium sulphate treated 
aoll was noticed after 30t 4Sf 80 and 75 days* Howoverf i t 
vac significant only oft or 30 and 78 days. 
the total population of stylet -bearing nematodes 
was 008| l«3f 106f 2S0f 301 and 900 after IS dayaf 1669, 87©, 
S40f 380| 341 and 1S89 aftor 30 dayaf 1886, 439f 83Sf 49S* 
416 and 1810 after 46 dayaf 28111 608 f 248t S08f 422 and 218S 
after 60 days* SS46t 60S* 195, 302f 336 and 2260 aftor 76 
daysf and 24lOf 470, 160t 430f 330 and 2266 in the rhiso sphere 
of plants treated with ammonium sulphate, neom cake, aafetta 
cake, groundnut cake, oastor cake and untreated respectively. 
(F ig . 2 4 ) . 
The suppression of stylet-bearing nematodes in the 
rhiso sphere vaa statistleally significant at all the intervals 
in oilcake amendments* On the other handf the increase in 
amraoniuia sulphate vaa also statistically significant at all 
tha interval* except after 15 days. 
Highest reduction In the total population of stylet-
bearing nematodes vaa obtained in neen cake followed by mahua, 
groundnut and castor cakes aftar IB days* the differences 
between nahua and neem eakest groundnut and castor cakes? and 
mahua and groundnut cakes vara not significants However* the 
differences between neea and groundnut cakes; neera and castor 
101 
cakes; and mahua and caator cakes were significant statis-
tically. 
After 30 days, the highest reduction was obtained 
in wabua cako followed by neem, castor and groundnut cakes, 
the differences between all the oilcake treatments were statle-
tically significant except between groundnut and castor cakes. 
After 45 and 60 days, the least population was 
found In mahua cake followed by castor, neem and groundnut 
cakes. The differences between oilcake treatments wore sig-
nificant except between neem and groundnut cakes after 60 
days* 
lowest population vat obtained In mahua cako 
followed by groundnut, castor and neem cakes after 75 days; 
and castor, groundnut and neem cakes after 90 days* the 
differences between the oilcake treatments were statistically 
significant at both the Intervals* 
the population of saprogole forms was 276, 460, 
280, 760, 726 and 320 after 16 day«| 483, 370, 240, 616, 490 
and 388 after 30 days? 820, 400, 225, 630, 528 and 434 after 
46 daysf 616, 410, 816, 818, 616 and 438 after 60 days? 535, 
510, 208, 7J0, 810 and 428 after 76 days* and 620, 426, 010, 
416, 626 and 410 after 90 days In the rhl so sphere of plants 
Figure 84, 
Effeet of amaonium aul^atjo and oileate© 
araenaaottfes on tti® population of s^flltt bearltig 
ana mpmzotc nematodes In fcha rhtssosptters 
of ©cspl^at and o&rst* 
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INITIAL POPULATION 
I IsAPROZOIC 
I B STYLET BEARINGS 
TOTAL POPULATION 
TOTAL STYLET BEARINGS 
If 3 
treated with ammonium sulphate, mem cake, mahua cake, 
groundnut cake, castor cake and untreated respectively. 
From the foregoing, i t i s clear that oilcakes 
suppressed the population of stylet-bearing nematodes and 
not that of saproeoio forms except mahua cake which reduced 
the population of both, this may be presumably due to 
.release of substances which are netaatioidal as veil as phyto-
toxic einoe the grovfth of plants in mahua treated soil has 
been subnormal despite lev population of nematodes* the 
other three oilcakes have been effective to a varying degree 
in suppressing the population of nematodes and ameliorating 
the condition of the plants* 
It i s hard to make generalisation as to which 
oilcake i s store effective in suppressing the population of 
a particular nematode around the roots of a particular plant 
but certain interesting features, however, emerge. Mahua 
cake has been most effective in suppressing the population 
of Mtnfitarfrmcftmii *P» end &* incognita m the rhiaosphere 
of both plants* Castor cake has brought about highest cup-
pression of ifoflfoWmi? sp* in the rhieosphere of eggplant 
but not in okra. Mahua and groundnut cakes have been more 
or less equally effective in suppressing the population of 
Kill COt YlenShu, g sp* in the rhieo sphere of eggplant but in the 
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rhizosphere of okra, castor cake has been most ©ffoctivc. 
Highest reduction in the population of 1* n^ifpyml^ has 
keen obtained fcy groundnut cake in the rhlgosphere of 
eggplant* 
EFFECt OF QIX£AKB AMENDMENTS OH m 
Fssoracy m> popuunou OF mmat 
IN THE ABSEHCE OF HOSf• 
The affect of eommonly uaed organic amendments 
on the population changes of many *©ot~lnfeeting fungi has 
been studied by Chinn afc Hi* (1953)y Chlnn and tedingham 
(10S7)f Papaviaaa and Davey (I960) and Sequeira (1968) while 
that of oilaakea by Chowdftary (1946)f Cheuhan (1963) and 
Singh and Pandey (1968)* 
It la clear from fig.
 25 »»a table 20 (appendix) 
that the fungi Isolated from field soil vara £* ^ayaia^llAta 
MAJLSOX a?** JL nigricans, A*. XXaam&t A*. uJUcr, A*, jsaabail, 
A*. JPo3st3fl»t A* tttriausy Altftrnflrla hmfllc.Qla> A*, JienxiLs* £*. 
irrtitttlatii» &* hftrfeangu Currolarla gflnlfflilofeftt £* iwiafrat 
f?a«t,Hmn epp* i k mffltsmn* £* ^alaai, laxula a l l i l and 
^rlohpflarna Ilenorum* 
Out of these fungi Mtftrmrla iamill was not 
laolatad from mahuaf groundnut and castor eakee amended 
soils after 90 dayef £* 22]&&ft& from mahua cake amended 
•oil after 46, 60f 75 and 90 days and from neemy groundnut 
and castor cakes attended soils after 60, 75 and 90 daysi 
SU, ffswieaiata from mahua and castor eakea amended soils after 
$0 daysi Jk nodaloanm from mahua cake amended soil after 78 
Figure 26# 
Effect of oilcake amendment a on fch« 
frequency of fungi in soil in the absence 
of host* 
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I CUNNINGHAMELLA VERTICILLATA 7 ASPERGILLUS SYDOWI 
2 MUCOR SP 8 ASPERGILLUS TERREUS 
3 RHIZOPUS NIGRICANS 9 ALTERNARIA HUMICOLA 
4 ASPERGILLUS FLAVUS 10 ALTERNARIA TENUIS 
5 ASPERGILLUS NIGER II CEPHALIOPHORA IRREGULARIS 
6 ASPERGILLUS SACHARI 12 CLADOSPORIUM HERBARUM 
13 CURVULARIA GENICULATA 
14 CURVULARIA LUNATA 
15 FUSARIUM SPP 
16 HELMINTHOSPORIUM NODULOSUM 
17 RHIZOCTONIA SOLANI 
18 TORULA ALLI I 
19 TRICHODERMA LIGNOP.UM 
V 7 
and 90 days and groundnut and castor cakes amended soils 
after 90 dayaf and JU, ftofonft from the soil a amended with 
mahua and groundnut cakes after 60, 75 and 00 days* £h© 
remaining fungi were isolated from all the treatments at 
all the Intervals* All the 19 fungi, on the other hand, 
were isolated from the unamended soil at al l the intervale. 
•the frequency <sf JU, sp3,aiij was 35, 30, E0, 25* 8Sy 
and 30 in unamended soil after 15, SOf 4$, 60, 78 and 90 
days respectively! 10, 10, 16| 16, IS and 18 in noes cake 
amended soil; 5, 5, 5, 0, 0 and 0 in mahua cake amended soils 
15, 10, 10* 0V 0 and 0 in groundnut cake amended soil; and 
20, IB, 10, 10, IS and 10 in caator cake amended soil respec-
tively for the corresponding intervals. 
similarly the frequency of fin. ftfldttlflatttt, A*, 
totola, A* JfcfiBttta* £x £ftuicmat;a and &. 2m8&& had been 
low in soils receiving oilcake amendments* Although 
Riaarittfft ape. were not absent at any of the intervals, yet 
the frequency had been low in amended soils* 
The frequency of £* ftfonogani was 30, 2% 20, 2B, 
29 and 3$ in unamended soli$ 35, SO, 40, 38, 30 and 40 In 
neem cake amended soil; SO, IS, 30, 16, IS and 30 in mahua 
cake amended soil? 50, 55, SO, 40, 50 and 55 in groundnut 
cake amended soilf and 45, 50, 45, 45, 65 and 45 in castor 
Figure 26. 
Effect of oiloake amendment a on the 
population of fungi in soil in the aosenee 
of host* 
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cake amended soil after 18f 30, 48, GO, 78 and 90 days 
respectively* 
Sioilarly tae freeueney of £*, ifiz&talla&at B*S&£ SP« 
Jk nlnvtgsna, &•> &&£&£* iU alojax* A*. .gififtari, A*. jxdsat and 
A*, ^fty^mi had bosn high In oilcake attended sollo eateept In 
the soil amended vrith raahua cake» 
£he population of fungi In unetaended mil m® 
38000, 40000, 3f»000» 3B000, 90000 and 38000 affcor IB, 30, 
4Sf 60, ?* and 90 days respectively* the population of 
fungi in soil amended vith neos oako was 87000, 27000, 88000, 
30000, 31000 and 31000$ If* ffishua oak© 80000, 18000, 10000, 
23000, 23600 and 84000f in groundnut safe© 36000, 34000, 8S80T', 
89600, 2^000 and SSOOOf and In eaetor oak© 37000, 33000, 
31000, 30000, 28600 and 88000 respectively for the eorrespen* 
ding intervals .< fable
 2 i < appendix) )• 
From the foregoing, i t la obvious that neeta, ground** 
nut and castor cakes suppressed fiwurtyai epp#, &, Miami* &. 
flftfelflUBBt A*. JiiOUlAt A*. tolcolt* £*. gftRlflAlflUQ and &. lunafiA 
and not ^ |ftfnQ*mj} and other saprophytic fungi op eel ally 
members of Phyeo»yeetes and Aaaaga^foa *pp0 Mahua cake had 
been an exception a a i t brought about decrees* in frequency 
of both parasitic and saprophytic fungi, *V»se studies provide 
an additional proof that olleatees in general depress the 
parasitic fungi and influence saprophytic- ones* 
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1?a»le 3 shove the effect of adding different o l l -
cakee and their water soluble fractions in pots containing 
autoelaved soil inoculated with £* jjftiani* ^he population 
of i k £&&Ql in soil receiving neem cake vas 1700, 1900, 
8000, 1800, 1900 and ^LOO per gram of soilf mahua ea&e 1100, 
800, 800, 900, ton and llOOf groundnut cake 2300, 8000, 1300, 
1200, 1300 and 1400| and carter cake 1900, 1700, 1800, 1100, 
1800 «n«3 1300 after 1% 30, 45, 60, 75 and ®0 days respec-
tively. 
the population of JU j5&2a&lt i n t n e 9 0 i l t o **l«h 
water soluble fraction of neem cake vas added, was 1900, 
2100, 2300, 8100, 2800 and 2300f mahua cake 1300, 1400, 1400, 
1800, 1700 and ISOOf groundnut cake 8800, 2800, 8500, 8300, 
2S0O and 8S00? and castor cake 2300, 2400, 2300, 8400, 8400 
and 8400 after 16, 30, 45, 00, 75 and 90 days respectively* 
The population of JU. jo l io l in the foil receiving 
no amendment tras 3300, 2900, 2500, 8200, 8400 and 8500 after 
15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 daya respectively* 
I t i s clear from the above that oilcake amendments 
brought about reduction in the population of &. JKJlflfiJU Simi-
lar ly water soluble fractions of mahua and nee» cake* vera 
highly effective, whereas that of groundnut and castor calces 
vera less so* 
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EFFECT OP BIFFEKEHT C0HCERTH&TION8 OF 
fcATER QOWBU FRACTIOUS OF OlLCKMBt 
HXMBIDIH AND TBIONIMONB 013 THE 
GROWTH OF CBHTAIH FUROI 
l%fter, rotable.,fraction a ,of ollcuKes^-
Table 4 ghows the effect of four concent rations 
v i s . S/2, S/lO, S/lOO and S/1000 of water soluble fractions 
of neera, mahua, groundnut and castor cakes on the growth of 
ik mVmi isolate i , JU. jfllaai isolate n , JU. oKYanprutu f« 
ImiMffiaidLi I*. OQduloawn* Ax tenuis and £4. tw1»ffgBlfltift« 
The radial growth of i sola te I of S* ttolani was 
36, 4S, 05 and 85 mm. 5 i so la te I I of JU. £0X&&1 28, 48, 68 
and 90 mm. f j k USiYMQXm *• lYCttPflMlOl 41 , 64, 74 and 88anu | 
1^ nodosum 15, 30, 75 and 90 am. ? JU %mut& 25, 45, 65 and 
84 mm* $ and £*, r,ttbflr<yil*rta 10, 22, 55 and 85 mm* in S/2, S/10, 
S/100 and SAOOO concentrations of water soluble fraction of 
neera cake respectively as compared to. 90 mm* in control. 
Similar reduction in growth of these fungi was 
obtained using the above concentrations of water soluble 
fraction of mahua cake. 
The radial growth of isola te I of ^ «4*ni was 
90, 90, 90 and 90 mm. 5 i so la te I I of Jk ffiqlanl, 85, 90, 90 
and 90 mm.? JU. QKYfiporttm f. lYCOPftrfllcl 84, 86, 89 and 90 mm.| 
Ex. nodule sum 89, 90, 90 and 90 mra.j A. tenuis 80, 89, 90 and 
Table 4 • Effect of different concentrations of ^ater soluble fractions 
of oilcakes on the grovth of six fungi* 
F u n g i 5 {.„,. %<13&1 grawSt* ,gg Pmi In m* ftffier one, .wseK* ,., , {Control} n
 ft n • — . f, IU.h ,1,9 ,., I ' Gmmtimt* „ ,, | ..SastQr „ 
so la te I* 
I so la te I I* 
90 
90 
Fttaartm pyrgporaa f. lYconnrslfll* 90 
U^emirt,.? .finals 90 
90 cqmlarta 
t u b e r r u l ^ 
35 *5 65 85 19 38 51 72 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 
28 48 68 90 8 22 64 90 85 90 90 90 89 90 90 90 
41 64 74 85 32 56 73 77 84 86 89 90 85 87 88 90 
15 30 75 90 12 35 53 89 89 90 90 90 89 90 90 90 
25 45 65 84 12 22 55 86 89 89 90 90 as 90 90 90 
10 22 55 85 8 18 45 85 86 89 90 90 89 89 90 90 
Each figure is an average ©f three replicate plates. 
* Growth after 36 hours. 
CO 
Figure 27« 
Effect of different concentrations of 
water soluble fraction of noera cake on the 
growth o f i A. Haimint;*K7siK?rmni nMttloaua 
B . QMrvularla fcafeeroiljiftft 
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Effect of different concentrations of vater 
soluble fraction of mahua cake on the frowth 
of : \. HalaimUtemonUB nadaflajBB 
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90 torn* | and £U luoa£& 80, 89, 90 and 90 a»ta# In S/2, 8/10, 
8/100 and 3/1000 concentrations of water soluble fraction 
of groundnut cake as compared to 90 In control. Similarly 
all the four concentrations of water soluble fraction of 
castor cake failed to inhibit the growth of fungi tried in 
culture# 
It i s safe to conclude from the above that water 
soluble fractions of neem and roahua cakes were inhibitory to 
the growth of all tho fungi studied to a varying degree, 
whereas the water soluble fractions of groundnut and castor 
cakes were not* 
Fifflbldin anti,,thipnl.rcQr.fi; -
Table 5 shows the effect of three different 
concentrations vi«. 85% 1$ and 0#1# of nlabidln and thlonimone 
on the growth of $* mXaal Isolate I , JU JQlflOi Isolate II , 
Z*. QXYBporvia f• lyoapflralol 2k npflulPBUii, i k temXa and &. 
tjubgrculara. 
The radial growth of Isolate I of Jk flolani was 
10, 31, 50 mn. in 5, 1 and 0«1# concentrations of nimbidin 
and 12, 35 and 75 mm* in thlonimone for the respective concen-
trations. Similarly the growth of isolate II of Jk JQuLa&l 
was arrested by all the concentrations of niobidln and 
thlonimone* 
Table 5 • Effect of different concentrations of nimbidin and 
thionimone on the growth of six fungi. 
«»•< I •fttfUal groyfft fft P*w>kjp m*. %ffipr. <m .Wfr 
F u n g i „ ,gffn>i»X_/fi B- i rhioni-l Him- llhlo&l«»!l Him- CTbioni~fi I I ) I I I 1 H i s . t i-1 i -r(ihioal« 
I so la te X* 
&. gftlani I so la te I I* 
f * lysoperalQl si 59 
90 
90 
70 
79 
90 
85 
90 
90 
10 
37 
12 
25 
31 
72 
35 
53 
50 
86 
75 
66 
Mtenrerta .tenuis 
gamulfirtt .f.ut'firr.ulntia si 
69 73 4245 25 35 42 42 54 
90 
90 
81 
60 
72 
63 
78 
76 
71 
79 
81 
79 
36 
38 
29 
27 
44 
52 
64 
68 
43 
38 
72 
64 
72 
74 
55 
56 
84 
73 
<£a m Grottfth of fungi in controls naming* 
0 anil 
1 » 0,5 ml* 902 alcohol/plate 
I I » 0.1 ml. 90^ alcohol/plate 
I I I a 0.01ml« 90? alcohol/plate 
Each figure i s an avorag© of three repl icate p la tes . 
* Growth af ter 36 hours. 
Figure 80* 
Effect of different concentrations of 
ni»bi<!lB an<S thionlnone on tne grovth of 
fitamatmla, j&liml isolate i. 
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The radial growth of £* oxyapom t» lyconflralcl 
w&a 22, 3S and 42 mm* In nlmbldin and 28, 42 and 54 mm* In 
thionimonej £L noduleaum 36, 64 and 72 mm. In nlmbldin and 
27, 38 and 86 ram, in thlenimonej JU frq"?*!*, 38, 68 and 74 mis. 
In nlmbldin and 44, 72 and 84 mm* In thlonlmonei and SJL 
tuber^ul.ftta 29, 43 and 58 mm* In nlmbldin and 52, 64 and 73 
mm* In thlonloone for 6, 1 and 0*1$ concentrations respectively. 
It i s clear from the above that ntmbldin was more 
inhibitory for I* JSStlmX, Isolate I , JU £saalA, Ik JSafeex-
iSilaiLS. and £*. fixygpamm t* Ironarslct than thionimone. On 
the other hand, thleniiaone was more effective against &, jsolaal 
Isolate 11 and ]£*, oodniaotim than nlmbldin* 
While studying the fluctuations In population of 
fungi and nematodes in vegetable fielde at Cular Road, Xdgah 
and Fortf with different cropping pafetemsf i t hae been 
observed that as long as fielde reaain under cultivation the 
population of both fungi and nematodes remains highf on the 
other hand, when they have been kept fallow the population 
of both fungi and nematode* has gone down* (Figs, 4 & 5 , 
tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 (appendix) )« Betides higher 
populatlont more species of fungi have also been encountered 
when the fielde remain under cultivation* the frequency of 
occurrence of parasitic forms like Jk jcjjul and ffusqr^utq epP* 
has been tauoh higher in the presence of crops than otherwise. 
( Plgs# 1, 2 & 3
 t tables }., 2 4 3 (appendix) )• Such 
correlation has also been obtained by Das <1963)f Nash and 
Snyder (1968) and Prakash (19675* 
Similarly higher population of nematodes has been 
encountered when the fields have been under crops« As for 
example in the field at Oular Boadt the population of J* 
ftgualcjln during August to March has increased fron 840 to 
9340 p«r £30 ol of soil because the field has been under 
cauliflower and cabbage during this period (Fig*4
 f table 4 )• 
Similar increase trcs been observed in fields at Xdgah and 
Jbrt, though other species v is . fftUcqfrYlenahua sp* ?yltnchg-
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timtfWM 8P*t fol&ftlltottl «P« «»<* Ik 4HfiPffllt,a h**e contri-
buted towards the general increase In the population density 
this increase in population In the presence of host has been 
notified even under adverse tempe^ture and raolstufe conditions 
i#e* during May In Fort field* (Fig, 4 and table 6 (appendix))* 
Conversely when the fields have been fallow and environmental 
eondltlons have been favourable, the population of nematodes 
has been low* 
In tests made In the infested soil f the rhizosphere 
soil both in eggplant and okra not only harbours higher fungal 
population than non»rhi so sphere but also the frequency of 
fungi has been ouch higher In the rhi BO sphere than In non-
rhino sphere. This i s more true with parasitic fungi like 
&. JSIIBJU £* atraiffltfiatoa *»<* fltoiatlua «PP* ***« population 
of fungi has increased with the age of the plants and highest 
rhlso sphere effect has been noticed after 60 days In eggplant 
and 45 days in okra and thus highest Increase In population 
coincides with the period of maximal physiological activity 
of the plants (Pigs. 6, 8 & 11 and tables 7, 8 & 10 
(appendix.) )« "hey thus support the findings of Xshlsawa 
AkAl* (195?)f Mallssevska snd Moreau (1959), Bouatt £& A&. 
(I960), Xvarson snd Katznelson (196:o)t Rangaswaml and 
Vasantharajan (1962)» Bahadur and Smha (1966) and Prakash 
(1967). 
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Similarly the population of nematodes In the 
rhiso sphere of both eggplant and ofcra has been higher than 
root free soil and i s also correlated -with the age of plants* 
The rhlsosphere effect of neamtodes has been highest after 
90 days both in eggplant and okra (Figs* 10 & n t tables 9& 
10 (appendix) )« *hus the present findings are in eonfirralty 
i/ith those of Henderson and Katsaelsen (1961) • 
The rhisosphore and rhisoplane rayeoflora of cauli-
flower var# Snoirtwtll differ fro© eauliflover var# Snowball 
el i te , the former Is susceptible and latter Is relatively 
resistant to JU, jgolsai* ?he frequency of occurrence and 
relative abundance of &, M&Wl ««*<* $mxtw SPP» have been 
high in the 5*1 so sphere of variety Snowball and low in the 
rhigosphere of variety Snowball elite* Converselyt the 
frequency of saprophytic fungi including £* ja^ bjsa have been 
high in the rhisosphere of variety Snowball el i te and low 
in the rhlsosphere of variety Snowball* <Fig» 12 table 11 
(appendix) )* 
Similar situation with respect to frequency and 
relative abundance of £* apjjai and Fusarlua »P» and* frequency 
of other saprophytic forms exists in the rhisoplane also* 
I*, a l t o and JU USBOOXm* though dominant species in the 
rhisoplane of resistant varioty, have been completely absent 
from the rhisoplane of susceptible variety. (Fig. 13, table 12 
(appendix) )* 
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Similarly the variety Snowball susceptible to Jk 
jpJLaal support s higher population of X* frmfifiiOifi than variety 
Snowball el i te resistant to R*. s&lani (Fig, 14 » table 13 , 
(appendix) )» 
Jk .aslaai has been found to induce pre-eoergenee 
damping*eff of cauliflower seedlings and there has been 
direct correlation between seedling mortality and amount 
of mycelium added to the soil. "Three inoculum levels of 
T»n, h*aRfliqafr (1000, 2000 and 6000 specimens) have failed 
to Incite pro-emergence damping*off, nevertheless, reduce 
the growth of plants, (tables 1 & 2 )• 
In the presence of 3 inoculum levels of X* frragala&e 
via, 1000f 8000f S000 and 1 g# of JJt, mXaatii the mortality of 
seedlings has been 8&»1, 76.6 and 88#2 percent respectively! 
with 2 g* of mycelium 82.7, 38,8 and 90*7 percent? and with 
5 e. of mycelium 91.7, 03*4 and 96,8 percent for the corres-
ponding inoculum level of X* tin a al cat- (table 2 » fig* 15 ) 
these results clearly illustrate that in studies 
dealing with nematode-fungus interaction, i t Is highly 
desirable to study the effect of different levelsof inoculum 
of both fungi and nematodes, 
*s a result of application of neera, groundnut and 
castor cakes as well as ammonium sulphate, higher frequency 
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values and population of fungi have been obtained in the 
rhlsospher© of eggplant and okra than untreated ones. 
Bespit© the increase in total population of fungi, the o i l -
cak© amendments adversely affect the freejuenoy and relative 
abundance of parasitie foaas life© &, sSixmw&atim* &. MlaaX 
and fusarim epv* i» *** rftiaosphes5©, utoil© aaasoniiBa eu2phat© 
favours them* Obviously, therefore, tha increase has been 
contributed by saprophytic fungi rather than parasitie fonas« 
Mahua cake i s an exception as it.adversely affeots th© 
population and frequency of parasitie and saprophytic forms 
both* (FigS* 16* 17* 18t I9t20 & 21i tables 14, 15, 16, 17 
& 18(appendix) )• These findings are in eonfirmity vith 
the results obtained by Davey and Papevlsaa (1939, 19S0), 
Papavlzas and Bavey (I960) and PnpaviBas (1903) and not 
tilth those obtained by Katsraelaon £& al* (1948), Voroshllova 
(1966) and Lochhead (1955)* The depressive effect of o i l -
cake amendment a on only parasitic fungi may be due to highly 
specific fungistatic substances released during the decom-
position, (Millar, 19551 Patrick and Koch, 1968) or due to 
nitrogen starvation resulting fro© greater capacity of sapro* 
phytes to multiply as shown by Blair (1943) or greater sensi-
tivity of parasitic fungi to liberation of carbon dioxide 
during decomposition as demonstrated by Durbin (19159) and 
Papavlsas and Davey (1962), 
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Incorporation of oilcakes to naturally infested soil 
inhibit the total population of fungi in the absence of host* 
Bere also the adverse effect has been confined to parasitic forms 
such as £*. JQISQI* EtasasrlMi s»p-f £* ILCHSIS ana £* iHaa£a m& 
not to il^ YcrtlclUatia, Hacor sp. f &* ntftttwnat X* Ugaarai and 
A«Mtty.i,H1n^  spp* ( Figs. 25 & 23 and tables 20 & SI (appendix)). 
Jtarther evidence for the above has been provided i&en 
oilcakes of neem, mabuaf groundnut and castor or smter soluble 
fractions of neea and raabua calces have been added to the auto* 
cloved soil, inoculated «&th JU, jalssL C table S) and also i&en 
isolate X and xi of JU j&liBl* I* aacyspoxug f• l^ cacfiXjsJLsl* 2* 
na.ftutatiW3» A* ian^U and £* ftftffiflwlite have been gxem in seal-. 
solid seditas containing «oter soluble f rsetions of nee© &M 
taabua cakes end different concentrations of niebidin end thio* 
nimeme, alkaloids obtained froa neeta ( fables 4 & 8)« 
Similarly oilcakes asended soil have harboured less 
number of stylet-bearing nematodes in the rhi«osphere than 
unattended or soil treated vith awmonium sulphate* (Figs. 22, 
23 & 24 and table 19 (appendix)). It has already been «hovn 
by Khan jfc, a l . C 1966 ) that vater soluble fractions of 
oilcakes bxing about inhibition of hatching of laxvae of 
HA lnBPen,^ fea and enhance Idlling of other stylet * 
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bearing ne»atodee# tn a recent study mad© by Siddiipidoeg), 
tiater soluble fractions of oilcakes have been found to be 
toxic against X*» larfflfiElcaflt, 
It» ther©for©# appears- more likely that battel* 
growth 0t plants in ©oil receiving organic anreiHteeats if* 
form of oilcakes and reduction $xi the population of nematodes 
and suppression of parasitic fungi in the rhiao sphere may 
ba due to release of compound or compounds that are fungi-
static as well as newatleidal in nature. I t i s well tenam 
that the plant© become stunted i f they are gi©«n in oilcakes 
amended soil without a waiting period. 
I t t h0\jeverf does not preclude the possibility 
that organic aKendtaehts enhance real stance in toots to 
nematode attack as proposed by van der Latm (1956) and 
Oostenbrlnk (1960) and also the possibility of greater 
completion as proposed by Costenbrlnk (I960), Kanfcau (1962) 
and rankau and Hinteer (19S2)* 
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Table 4. Popul&tioa of neacitodea in vegetable field «t Qttl&r ^ ad (Allsarh) froa August 1967 to July 1968* 
Months. 
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Septenber. 
October, 
Noveaber* 
December, 
January* 
February. 
tlarc^ . 
April, 
May, 
June, 
July, 
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i 
1 
Cauliflower 
If 
n 
n 
Cabbie, 
n 
n 
n 
Fallow. 
M 
M 
Ccsul If lower 
^apro. yjeyi«neii0, 
340 
430 
980 
876 
990 
1134 
1230 
940 
650 
3S0 
180 
286 
Sapro, 
Helleo 
Roty,« 
S40 
1224 
2440 
4950 
OOww 
6670 
8445 
9340 
2244 
680 
432 
689 
on of neaa 
( ( C 
) ) ) 
140 
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630 
640 
660 
774 
720 
620 
187 
80 
60 
78 
» Saprosolcf 
•* a.txisaStxifA<?^tti 
110 
156 
180 
120 
136 
162 
136 
100 
44 
30 
w o 
26 
Tylencho, 
«?•} M, 
i<^1^xl«]^<^»luf ,i:ii^ jll9i.ilftt 
30 
48 
30 
«•«>> 
45 
IB 
••«• 
«»•«• 
.-
mum 
.• 
•»<• 
( 
30 
120 
140 
106 
130 
126 
105 
80 
22 
10 
ar'M 
mm 
{ (stylet 
) )bearlng8. 
30 
96 
110 
76 
76 
108 
120 
80 
33 
mm 
^wmi 
• « 
1230 
2124 
3630 
6790 
4600 
7758 
9625 
10220 
2630 
700 
492 
793 
• £zlgIlSU9I^B^^^»S 1Urfi8ifilf,$ 
larvae 
'I'Tofal' 
C Population 
1670 
2604 
4510 
6666 
5690 
8892 
10765 
U160 
3080 
1020 
678 
1079 
Soil % 
ooisturet 
% \t 
1 
16,6 
16.3 
14,6 
16,2 
23.6 
18.3 
15,5 
14,3 
11,5 
10,1 
9.3 
16.6 
»oplo.« ^ ftRl^iillMi •?• 
• Larvae of IJflffiMffRTftfi il»^ «f^ 4tlf 
tylen,* fil enehus sp '• 
Soil Q 
emperature C 
29 
26 
26 
Mit 
18 
18 
19 
21 
23 
26 
26 
28 
Eaoh value is an average of five soil samples of 250 al. 
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fabl« 10 • Population of fungi mi6 neaatod«a in th« rhisotpher* and non-s'lisoapliera s o i l of •ilP3.«nt and okra. 
Days. i Population of fungi/g.of s o i l ( Population of nfta«tod«a/S60 sd* i Population of fungi /g« of s o i l ) Population of n«aatod«s/860 al , 
i B, N.H. HtS B* N,B« RiS H. N«H« RtS B. N.B. BiS 
16 
30 
46 
60 
76 
90 
81,690 
l,6d,000 
SiSdiOoo 
3,27,000 
8,84,000 
1,31,000 
39,000 
43,600 
44,000 
39,600 
41,600 
48,600 
2,09 
3.8 
6.6 
8.3 
6*3 
3,08 
1,196 
1,681 
4f»61 
8,336 
2,680 
8,460 
431 
371 
380 
864 
839 
886 
2.7 
4.8 
6.1 
8.8 
10.6 
11.0 
66,000 
1,22,000 
1,96,000 
1,77,000 
1,44,000 
81,600 
31,000 
32,000 
36,000 
34,600 
33,600 
34,000 
1.7 
3,6 
6,6 
6,1 
4,3 
8,4 
1,860 
1,736 
8,344 
8,486 
2,871 
2,166 
646 
330 
880 
190 
180 
160 
X,o 
6.8 
e,3 
J L J S * * 
18.6 
14.4 
Population of fungi oaloulatad on th« basis of 80 replioats platss, 
no, of fungal organisat par graa of aoistura fraa soi l in rhisospbsrs 
RiS ratio of fungi* •"• • • . n ..i . '•'^<'« .'M'.. ' •inin,. 
Mo. of fungal organisas par graa of aoiatur* frae soil in non-rbisospbars, 
BsS ratio of nsaatod«»«. Pop»^*^o" o^ naaato^sf, psr ^60 al,^  ftf rhi|osphay SQi|, 
Population of naaatodas par 860 a l . of non-rhisosphara so i l , 
R « Rhisosphara} N.R.* Mon*rliisosphara( RtS • Population in rhisosphara soil/Population in non ziiisosphara so i l . 
Tabic » Fr«quoney and r«XatlT« abucdanc* of fungi ia til* rblsoplan* of Tariatlca of oauliflovcr, 
Xfi saaevptlbl* and raalatant to l^lgoetonia aolanl Kuhn. 
FUngl iaolatad. 
i 
&? iji?iyi. 
Fr«qa«Qcr and relative abondaneeof fungi aftar t 
- ^*'-^-iJmM3tMjkmtmmtfmmmmiJmmmimmmmt00»t linn • • — J f t L 
ITK 
S 
H, 
^ ^ t'M,A, J V, Tu. \ f, 
3SSb 
zzxEszrii 2Z 
ii/>!.,,iixM i 
MMIII • ! 11*1 • m m — >5 
yara. i 
p?»*fpFvii m m m s . 
m^uHin. U^mp 
^ » ipfy 
U $Sism9,. 
fftiieiUDm mmi^mf^ 
ff9*^9§m9V!9t& 99* 
A^tfmarlf tfmU 
Cepli^iopfri^K'ff llJXfiSilftrii 
C}iaetoi;>hoaa BD. 
9^S!B»iflC^f ««l»lSiaii|ft 
{?• rn^H 
g W l t f t o iP^ 
|fI«Uint^9fporivi s^c^^lftpu'^ 
9t II^I^IIM 
^h^9C^pifilf iflfrij,, 
?rie?»P«f r!»> 9^P^^ 
1M. lll»M>Wf 
16* 
20 
30 
36 
16 
20 
2& 
36 
26 
16 
eo 
100 
46 
36 
90 
«• 
a* 
s . d * 
3 . 8 
6*8 
6»o 
E«w 
3 . 8 
4 , 8 
6 ,8 
4 . 8 
S .9 
3 . 8 
S4 .4 
8 . 7 
6 . 8 
17 .6 
a» 
m 
36 
60 
46 
36 
46 
10 
-
66 
mt 
m^ 
16 
76 
16 
30 
eo 
36 
46 
6 . 9 
18 .2 
9*6 
12 .6 
4 . 1 
1 .4 
. 
11 .0 
w 
«• 
8 .8 
16 ,2 
2 . 8 
4 . 1 
1 .4 
4 . 1 
0 . 4 
20 
26 
30 
40 
20 
26 
26 
40 
26 
30 
46 
100 
36 
46 
96 
«n 
3*6 
2 . 6 
3 . 8 
6 . 0 
1 .2 
2 . 0 
3 . 8 
6 .3 
2 , 6 
3 . 8 
4 . 0 
2 4 . 0 
6 .S 
1 1 . 4 
1 9 . 1 
•• 
* 
36 
66 
66 
40 
66 
10 
-
66 
« 
-
16 
80 
20 
26 
25 
40 
60 
8 . 7 
1 4 . 6 
8 ,7 
10*2 
7 . 3 
1 .7 
«> 
10*2 
-
-
4 . 3 
1 3 . 1 
2*4 
2 . 9 
1 .7 
6 . 8 
xX«X 
26 
26 
36 
4Q 
16 
26 
30 
60 
36 
36 
66 
100 
36 
40 
100 
-
m 
2 . 2 
3 . 4 
3 . 4 
4 . 6 
1*3 
2 . 2 
4*6 
4*6 
».Z 
4 . 1 
4 . 6 
2 2 . 8 
6 . 8 
1 3 . 9 
1 9 . 4 
«> 
40 
66 
60 
46 
66 
16 
4» 
70 
«» 
am 
20 
86 
26 
30 
30 
66 
60 
8*9 
14*0 
7 , 6 
10*2 
10*2 
1 .0 
a . 
10*2 
«» 
an 
S.B 
8 . 9 
1 ,2 
3 , 8 
2*6 
6*3 
IX* 2 
30 
30 
36 
36 
20 
30 
36 
60 
40 
36 
60 
100 
36 
46 
100 
««» 
m 
3 , 2 
2 . 1 
4*6 
3*2 
1 , 1 
3*2 
5 , 4 
4*5 
3 . 2 
3 . 4 
4*6 
29*3 
9*7 
11*2 
2 0 . 6 
-
46 
60 
66 
46 
€0 
16 
-
75 
. 
«tt 
26 
70 
30 
36 
36 
66 
65 
9*1 
11*6 
8 .0 
8 .0 
0 , 0 
l . R 
m 
9 .6 
* 
••> 
6 . 8 
11 .7 
1 .8 
4 . 1 
3 . 4 
5 .6 
1 0 . 4 
* Caleulatad on tha baala of SO raplleata plataa, 
3 « 3aaoaptibl« variatfi B • Raalatant variat/i 
R.A.* HalatiYa abundanoa. 
F • Fraquaney in pareantagat 
Tabla « Population of nematodaa In tha rhlaotphara of variatiaa of eatt34flowaf| 
*^ suaeaptlbla and raslstant to fmiaoctonJa f^lyal^ Mm, 
Naaatoiaa iaolataA 
(Initial i 
IPopala* i, 
X tion, 
i 
i EZE 
30 15 ays 
m%iMmXi»liflBifcw Wf T 60 Days ^ ..,9C...^fg,tl9<lfgn,aCm„ i,„,r 3 £30 Days. {" "'l»""17ays.""7 
SaproBolo. 
yyleneh^fbync^ttf j^ffifsicf^ 
i^PlPlflfSli »l>-
MI^Pff^flfn<s^if» SP* 
M^ftS^Hf. • ? • 
gptyj.en©n> ?^^ i^ |f,^ iilf9^fliiff 
i!4f^ 9*^ P«y*^ f ^}^99m^§ larvaa 
Total population. 
660 
«00 
86 
16 
12 
10 
le 
924 
390 
1600 
45 
36 
26 
15 
36 
2046 
196 
930 
40 
30 
26 
10 
26 
1306 
780 
4096 
€5 
75 
46 
25 
46 
6130 
206 
1660 
66 
46 
36 
26 
30 
2066 
810 
C166 
112 
96 
48 
30 
76 
7336 
180 
3060 
86 
60 
38 
46 
• • « • 
3468 
916 
7826 
116 
106 
€0 
36 
^tmt 
8466 
196 
4686 
96 
€6 
36 
4IS 
mimm 
6120 
3 » Suaeaptlbla variatrt R • Raaistant varlatjr, 
Baeh Talua ia an avaraga of f Iva toil aaaplaa of 260 al* 
fable . . • Effect of amending the soil with different oUoakes and aiasionlua sulphate on the 18 population of fungi In the rhlgoaphere of eggplant and okra. 
\ Untreated ) Amnonlua siaphate) Keem eake ) Hahua cake ) aroundnut caice ) Castor oake i 
Eggplant (§^ n^ JLt^ T^ fl^ t^ ft) 
15 
30 
45 
60 
76 
90 
65,000 
1,46,000 
2,45,000 
3,15,000 
2,36,000 
1,23,000 
Okra ( U a«5?«l9a1iM > 
IS 
30 
46 
60 
76 
90 
69,000 
1,33,000 
2,10,000 
1,93,000 
1,55,000 
^3,000 
94,000 
2,03,000 
3,18,000 
3,66,000 
3,14,000 
2,16,000 
83,000 
1,98,000 
2,30,000 
3,30,000 
2,96,000 
1,92,000 
78,000 
1,68,000 
2,46,000 
3,1P.,000 
2,46,000 
1,74,000 
66,000 
1,63,00J 
2,38,000 
8,68,003 
2,35,000 
1,65,000 
85,000 
1,08,000 
1,85,000 
1,63,000 
1,18,000 
93,000 
62,000 
1,10,000 
1,76,000 
1,64,000 
1,24,000 
86,000 
85,000 
1,79,000 
2,68,000 
3,80,000 
2,76,000 
1,96,000 
77,000 
1,67,000 
2,47,000 
2,86,000 
2,65,000 
1,68,000 
90,000 
1,85,000 
2,83,000 
3,48,000 
2,85,000 
2,05,000 
81,000 
1,76,000 
2,74,000 
3,14,000 
2,85,000 
1,81,000 
Fggplant - Initial population of fungi 41,000/g, of soil, 
Okra - Initial population of fungi 35,000/g. of toll. 
Table « 1 9 , Effect of aae&ding the aoil with dlffdreikt o i l eakea tmA arnmnivm aulph&te on the population of netaatodea 
in the ifiigoaphere of eggplant and okra* 
piwa —'M^w 
ienatodea isolated, 
•n Mil ,,g. i«„.,,Pftpulftlrtgn„gX nt»alft<ltt aCli^i: luZ 
Pntre* iAisaon; i lieen yfahna dS^niii C^aator ( nire* l&»oii7l Meeai vMahttalo^ nut CCaator ( wnire- CAmon. t Neem (iahua (a*nut if^aaior ( 1 CJntre* VAtamon, ( Nee« CMalitta CQ**nat iCmtoT i Initial _ _ _ _ .. - --. 
POPttlallQIfiC ated )$ t^tlPh. ) CaUt ><?4lte )Qakl ^ Cakt ) li.S.P, Mgd )^1liPn.^ Cftke )g<lllff )gflllf ) Critt ) L.3,p. fi attd X^lPtl, ) cake ) cake >Qakt ^ cake ) L.S.P. gated Bulnh. > crite feake''icrit^ i eake ^ L.S.D. lated: ist^lohl ] e^« rfi^k^te«1^"re>te7 \Va.D. rated.;Buli>h: V^ ^^  Wntre ^ cake >L.3.D. I 
fenfrey^TOnn t^ etai toSa feigre^^kil^. fca^ife^^ 
Ss^rosoie. SSS 473 SIS 800 
Xia;fi(^ 9n,qt,tiffi«itnni » P . I 7 S 226 sao §«> 
g^glfflffiltti "P* 3.33 160 im m 
n«X^n%flw<f^m •p* XI6 176 S06 m 
telilff;?iiffi^mm, rtnUffiralff. ^6 iss iso 7r 
Larvae of maM^gY^^y ln<^ g^ lrli. «^ 30 40 16 
Total atjrlet bearings. 570 709 760 S36 
Total population. 896 1176 1278 1036 
616 910 
60 100 
60 
20 
40 
10 
190 
76 
35 
78 
15 
300 
706 1210 
906 
60 
30 
30 
76 
26 
820 
1216 
81. ai 
2^.83 
11. 6B 
23.46 
H.9B 
37.16 
496 
276 
176 
206 
146 
102 
d02 
1397 
666 
330 
230 
S3o 
146 
106 
1048 
1613 
916 
86 
66 
39 
80 
26 
294 
1209 
626 1016 
110 66 
66 
38 
66 
16 
290 
86 
36 
66 
SO 
290 
816 1306 
1036 
130 
SO 
103 
85 
25 
390 
1426 
26.41 
18,76 
15,16 
22,21 
14.25 
14,34 
516 
436 
276 
310 
205 
115 
616 
525 
270 
323 
216 
125 
1340 1466 
1866 2070 
726 
95 
76 
46 
96 
26 
336 
1060 
436 916 
96 125 
76 86 
44 46 
82 66 
26 
296 346 
731 1260 
975 
135 
66 
116 
86 
36 
436 
1410 
10,76 
21,29 
18.48 
20,24 
10,26 
630 
666 
385 
425 
216 
110 
21,51 1700 
2230 
616 676 666 878 810 
660 110 106 136 126 
415 86 80 96 78 
440 66 45 66 126 
210 110 36 75 110 
116 — •- 36 46 
1730 370 326 396 486 
2346 946 990 1270 1296 
23,66 
21.26 
18,86 
18,66 
14,12 
610 
876 
614 
617 
310 
136 
66,43 1963 
*• 2663 
626 
610 
416 
610 
318 
165 
2008 
2633 
636 
96 
75 
106 
636 
100 
m 
60 
100 
630 
130 
96 
60 
85 
676 
126 
76 
136 
no 
390 346 360 446 
1026 380 990 1120 
676 627 
21,46 646 676 
18,26 380 426 
46,12 486 626 
16,68 266 428 
14.38 136 176 
26,75 1830 a28 
260 2666 
610 
110 
76 
60 
110 
516 
95 
86 
66 
106 
616 
110 
96 
46 
78 
710 
106 
76 
110 
90 
366 340 326 380 
966 866 940 1090 
17,66 
27,79 
26,32 
16,99 
11.04 
22,33 
Okra C i^ f^?ffllffltUf > 
Saproeoio, 
B^ttlftliiim vp. 
atllCTH^Tifntaiiii •p* 
lAnrae of Hflgtdgiyfft iOSfilnUA. 
Total stylet bearlnga. 
Total population. 
226 
210 
195 
230 
76 
680 
936 
320 
246 
286 
340 
30 
900 
1220 
876 
276 
260 
426 
16 
966 
1240 
460 
60 
38 
40 
16 
163 
613 
280 
40 
86 
60 
10 
196 
476 
760 
100 
75 
60 
35 
260 
1010 
726 
66 
176 
44 
16 
301 
1027 
««•• 
17,79 
23.78 
16,31 
12.63 
93,48 
<*«• 
386 
366 
376 
466 
80 
1286 
1670 
483 
375 
606 
673 
116 
1669 
2062 
376 
86 
68 
76 
61 
279 
666 
240 
36 
126 
80 
<•• 
240 
480 
616 
126 
120 
66 
40 
360 
966 
490 
95 
li^ 6 
46 
23 
341 
831 
— 
13,51 
13,73 
14,34 
16.89 
26.61 
«k«W 
434 
415 
666 
610 
120 
1810 
2244 
620 
476 
720 
665 
126 
1886 
2405 
400 
112 
216 
80 
32 
• 439 
839 
225 
•«• 
110 
100 
26 
236 
460 
630 
210 
136 
86 
66 
496 
1126 
525 
98 
216 
68 
46 
416 
941 
— 
11.33 
27,08 
13,61 
13,4 
13,92 
«>4K 
438 
470 
736 
836 
146 
2186 
2623 
616 
616 
826 
916 
156 
2611 
3126 
410 
116 
286 
no 
65 
606 
916 
216 
•• 
115 
116 
15 
246 
460 
618 
216 
165 
80 
66 
605 
1123 
616 
110 
210 
60 
42 
422 
1038 
•»«i» 
12,01 
12,77 
19,69 
iiai 
17,9i 
«»'• 
426 
535 
710 
776 
240 
2260 
2685 
636 
630 
816 
785 
316 
2646 
8D81 
610 
110 
215 
116 
65 
605 
1015 
206 
mm 
110 
86 
-
195 
400 
710 
202 
110 
76 
15 
302 
1012 
810 
106 
196 
45 
— 
336 
1145 
•«* 
13,81 
15,47 
16,63 
19,23 
410 
616 
626 
710 
315 
22,83 2266 
«••• 2676 
620 
686 
810 
715 
310 
2410 
2930 
426 
105 
210 
100 
66 
470 
896 
210 
mum 
76 
85 
. . 
160 
370 
416 
116 
106 
76 
75 
430 
846 
625 
96 
116 
65 
66 
330 
966 
•••> 
24.63 
17.96 
17.01 
24,61 
30.37 
•• 
Bafih value ia an average of five soi l aaaplea of 260 »1, 
L,S,Z>. at 6]^  level . 
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fable e i Population of fungi in the aoll amended with different oilcakee in the absence of host^ 
Population of fungi per gram of aoll after t-
) 16 daya) 30 daya) 45 daya) 60 daya) 76 daya) 90 daya AnmndBienta 
Untreated 
Neem cake 
tfi^ ua cake 
0-nut cake 
Caator eedEe 
38000 
87000 
83000 
36000 
37000 
40000 
87000 
18000 
34000 
33000 
39000 
88000 
19000 
38000 
31000 
38000 
30000 
83000 
89000 
30000 
36000 
31000 
83600 
89000 
88600 
36000 
3^000 
84000 
89000 
88000 
Calculated on the baaia of 20 replicate p la tes . 
